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A number of years ago, at a community Shabbaton in Cape Town, I was 
presented with a dilemma. Until then, the government oversaw all learning 
even in private schools. That meant that there were governmental standards 
in Jewish studies and that Jewish studies grades appeared on students’ 
official transcripts, like their grades in History and Science. The department of 
education had recently decided to change the policy and get out of the business 
of overseeing non-core subjects, and the Jewish community was anxious—why 
would their students pay any heed to their Jewish studies classes if they were not 
going to “count?”

The South African Jewish community was thrust into a crisis that other Jewish communities had 
been grappling with for decades, if not longer. In a free, democratic environment, where Jews were 
integrating into the general society, why should Jewish children pay attention to their Jewish studies? 
That question has taken on increasing urgency with the passage of time. The classic sources seem 
further removed from our contemporary world than ever and Jews are integrating into general society 
in ever increasing ways. Regardless of denominational affiliation, there is a growing sense that every 
Jewish child will be making a choice as to whether and to what degree to live an engaged Jewish 
life. Every student in any Jewish educational setting—day school, supplementary school, synagogue 
school, youth group, camp, etc.—has to be viewed as a potential Jew by Choice. The implication for 
educators is clear: our educational program needs to be built in such a way that our students will be 
more likely to choose to live Jewishly engaged lives. And that is true for Jews in every corner of the 
world where they are free to choose.

Perhaps this is why the topic for this journal, making Jewish learning meaningful, touched raw 
nerves in so many people from an extraordinary range of the community. The response to the Call 
for Papers included submissions from community schools to Orthodox schools, formal and informal 
educators, academics, leaders in central agencies for Jewish education, classroom teachers, 
researchers, communal Rabbis, and school heads. The urgency of the topic demanded that we publish 
the double issue before you.

To help you navigate the articles, we have divided them into sections. The first, the overview section, 
includes articles that explore the issue of meaning-making with a blend of theory and a practical 
framework. The second section focuses on how to address making meaning by looking at the content 
and pedagogy of what happens in the classroom. The third emphasizes the role of school culture and 
includes articles which argue cogently and forcefully against popular notions of what makes learning 
meaningful. The fourth expands the perspective by looking at informal educational settings.

Like with most core questions, there is no single answer which will fit every individual and every 
setting. But substantive engagement with the questions can help educators in their variety of 
frameworks to find ways to educate even more meaningfully. It is our hope that the articles in this 
journal will provide inspiration and grist for fruitful thought, discussion, and improved educational 
experiences for our students.

Bivrakha, 
Rabbi Zvi Grumet, Ed.D.

Letter from the Editor
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Keys to Meaningful Learning 
Engagement & Well-Being
Denise Pope and Sarah Miles

A friend once told a story of her first year in rabbinical school. The Rabbi who was leading the 
class gave an assignment to work with a partner to study a section of the Torah. The student 
raised her hand and asked the teacher, “How far do you want us to get?” The Rabbi smiled and 
said, “You get as far as you get.”

The friend admitted that at first this was a struggle for her. She was used to being told exactly 
what to do, how far to go, in what timeframe, and then being graded accordingly. She had never 
experienced the concept of Torah Lishmah—learning Torah simply for the sake of learning Torah—
not to receive a reward or to avoid punishment. We love this story because it shows a kind of 
learning that is not commonly found in schools. Very rarely are children told to “get as far as they 
get,” and not to worry about grades, or falling behind their peers, or meeting a standardized goal.

Researchers who study meaningful learning can appreciate the concept of Torah Lishmah. They 
know that when students find meaning in what they are studying—when they are truly engaged 
in the tasks, and not just doing them for the sake of a grade or to check off an assignment on a 
to-do list—they are more likely to be academically successful. In our work at Challenge Success, 

Sarah Miles, M.S.W., Ph.D., is the Director of Research and Programs for 
Challenge Success. She oversees the organization’s research and program 
teams, leads research efforts on how schools and classrooms can best support 
student learning and engagement, and partners with Challenge Success member 
schools to translate research into practice. She has served as a coach with 
Challenge Success member schools and worked as a teaching and research 
assistant at Stanford. Prior to receiving her doctoral degree, Sarah taught fifth 
grade in Oakland, California and worked as a clinical social worker in the Boston 
area.

Denise Pope, Ph.D., is a Senior Lecturer specializing in curriculum, school 
reform, and student engagement at the Stanford University Graduate School of 
Education. She is co-founder of Challenge Success, a nonprofit organization that 
provides schools and families the tools they need to raise healthy, motivated 
students, is the author of Doing School: How We Are Creating a Generation 
of Stressed Out, Materialistic, and Miseducated Students, and co-author of 
Overloaded and Underprepared: Strategies for Stronger Schools and Healthy, 
Successful Kids.

http://www.challengesuccess.org/
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a non-profit school reform organization 
based on Denise Pope’s research at Stanford 
University’s Graduate School of Education, 
we study student engagement with learning. 
Our research shows that engagement is not 
just related to academic success, but that it is 
also related to student well-being. It turns out 
that schools that prioritize both student well-
being and engagement with learning help to 
support students’ academic success as well 
as foster vital skills such as collaboration, 
critical thinking, and resilience. In short, the 
rabbis were definitely on to something many 
years ago!

Like the rabbinical student who wasn’t 
used to learning for learning’s sake, students 
in schools today often feel like they can’t 
meaningfully engage with the material. 
They often find themselves stressed about 
schoolwork, exhausted and overwhelmed by 
the load, and having to do whatever it takes 
to get the grades and test scores they believe 
will lead to future success. They feel the need 
to skim the history chapter in order to answer 
all the questions on the homework worksheet; 
they need to memorize myriad facts and 
equations to pass the quizzes and tests that 
they have each week; they need to sacrifice 
sleep to stay up and study; they need to 
please their parents and teachers by getting 
top grades to get into top high schools and 
colleges. In fact, many students and educators 
believe that student well-being and academic 
engagement are mutually exclusive; there’s 
just too much work to do and too little time to 
dive deep into the learning. However, research 
shows that engagement and well-being are 
actually mutually reinforcing and are keys to a 
meaningful educational experience.

We often tell the schools we work with that it 
doesn’t matter whether you start with student 

well-being or engagement with learning; by 
focusing on one, you will be supporting the 
other. Challenge Success has surveyed over 
250,000 middle and high school students to 
understand their perceptions of their physical 
and mental health and academic engagement. 
The data shows that when kids are fully 
engaged with learning, they are more likely 
to be physically and mentally healthy. And, 
kids who are physically and mentally healthy 
are also more fully engaged in school. Now 
that we are teaching kids during a worldwide 
pandemic, well-being and engagement with 
learning seem more important than ever.

In this article, we share insights from 
over 60,000 high school students who took 
our survey between September 2019 and 
December 2020, and we offer practical 
strategies that schools can implement to 
support healthy and engaged students of all 
ages.

Student Engagement
In our survey, we look at the affective, 

behavioral, and cognitive dimensions of 
student engagement, otherwise known in the 
research world as the ABC’s of engagement. 
The affective scale evaluates students’ levels 
of interest in and enjoyment of schoolwork. 
Students are asked, for example, “how often 
do you find your schoolwork interesting?” and 
“how often do you enjoy your schoolwork?” 
The behavioral scale relates to effort, hard 
work, mental exertion, and the completion 
of assignments. Sample questions include: 
“How often do you try as hard as you can 
in school?” and “How often do you pay 
attention in your classes?” The cognitive 
scale measures students’ attitudes towards 
their schoolwork, its value and importance. 
For example, students are asked, “How often 
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do you think your schoolwork helps you to 
deepen your understanding or improve your 
skills?”

Students who reported that they are 
“never” or “rarely” affectively, behaviorally, or 
cognitively engaged (on average) are among 
the 10% of our sample that are considered 
“disengaged.” Students who reported that they 
are “almost always” or “always” affectively, 
behaviorally, and cognitively engaged are 
part of the 14% of our sample that are 
“fully engaged.” The highest percentage 
of students in our sample (47%) report 
that they are “almost always” or “always” 
behaviorally engaged but “never” or “rarely” 
cognitively and affectively engaged; we call 
this profile “doing school.” And the students 
who reported “almost always” or “always” 
being behaviorally and cognitively engaged 
in school but “never” or “rarely” affectively 
engaged—25% of our sample—are known as 
“purposefully engaged.” (The remaining 4% 
don’t fit into any of these categories). Ideally, 
schools are working to move more students 
into the “fully engaged” group.

Stress Related to Schoolwork
We also ask students to weigh in on their 

stress levels in our surveys as one way to 
assess well-being. On a scale from “never” 
(1) to “always” (5), we ask students how often 
they feel stressed by their schoolwork. The 
average amount of stress they reported is 
4.0 which reflects that, on average, students 
surveyed often experienced stress related 
to their schoolwork. When we look at this 
measure by student engagement-type, we find 
that students who are “doing school” are also 
more likely to report above the sample average 
(4.2) stress from schoolwork, whereas those 

who are fully engaged in school report lower, 
on average, stress from schoolwork (3.6).

Physical Health Problems
Another proxy for well-being is students’ 

reporting of physical health problems. We 
know that many students miss school due 
to health or emotional issues, and that often 
these absences are related to student stress. 
Across all students in our sample, 31% 
reported that they have missed school in the 
past month due to stress. Students who are 
“fully engaged” in school are the least likely to 
have missed school for a stress-related reason 
(26%), as compared to students who reported 
being “disengaged” (45% missed school) 
and “doing school” (38% missed school). In 
addition, we asked students to report whether 
they had or had not experienced a set of 
stress-related physical symptoms in the week 
prior to the survey, including headaches, 
exhaustion, weight loss, weight gain, sweating, 
difficulty sleeping, and stomach problems. 
83% of students responded that they did have 
at least one of these symptoms of stress in 
the past month because of stress. Students 
who reported “doing school” had the highest 
percentage of physical stress symptoms 
(87% reported at least one stress symptom) 
as compared to the other engagement types.

Sleep
Finally, we know that sleep is a critical part 

of well-being. Younger students need 9-11 
hours of sleep each night, and adolescents 
need 8-10. In our survey, we ask students how 
many hours they sleep on a typical school 
night. Across our sample, students reported 
getting 6.7 hours of sleep per weeknight. 
When we look at hours of sleep and 
engagement in learning, we find that it varies 
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by engagement type. Students who are fully 
engaged are also more likely to report getting 
more sleep (7 hours per night), whereas 
students who are disengaged report getting 
closer to 6 hours, on average per night, and 
those students doing school report slightly 
more (6.6 hours per night). Very few students 
get the recommended amount of sleep they 
need each night, which we know is related to 
mental health disorders such as anxiety and 
depression, as well as potential loss of short- 
and long-term memory which can affect 
learning.

Coping with Stress
We ask students how confident they are in 

their ability to cope with stress. Ten percent 
of students reported that they are “not at 
all confident,” 20% “a little confident,” 35% 
“somewhat confident,” 26% “quite confident,” 
and 9% “very confident.” When we look at 
those students who reported “quite” or “very 
confident” in their coping with stress by 
engagement type, we find that students who 
are “fully engaged” in school are more likely to 
report confidence in coping (54%) than both 
“disengaged” (31%) and “doing school” (29%) 
types.

Given the clear relationship between 
well-being and engagement, particularly in 
terms of stress, coping, sleep, and other 
physical issues, it makes sense for schools 
to focus on ways to further engage students 
and to promote policies and practices that 
encourage student well-being. Challenge 
Success developed the SPACE framework for 
school change that offers various reforms 
that schools might consider in the areas of 
student schedule, curriculum, assessment, 
school climate, and community education. 
These are not intended to be prescriptive. 

We encourage each school to examine its 
unique needs and circumstances and then 
create a site-specific plan for change. Below 
are several strategies from this framework 
that our partner schools have implemented in 
response to their survey results.

Strategies to Support Healthy, Engaged 
Students

Increase student engagement with 
learning by clarifying the purpose of the 
schoolwork. If you want students to engage 
cognitively with an assignment, they need to 
understand the purpose behind it and see that 
it isn’t just busywork. Be sure to explain why 
you are asking students to do the work, how it 
relates to what was already learned, and what 
will come next. Simply telling students that 
they will need to know this topic because it 
will be on the next test may increase certain 
students’ behavioral engagement, but it isn't 
likely to increase their cognitive engagement.

In addition, you can elevate students’ 
affective and behavioral engagement by 
allowing them to choose which topics to write 
about, which projects to do, which problems 
to try on a worksheet, or which assessment 
questions to answer. Small choices (please 
choose 2 questions from each section to 
answer fully on this homework assignment) 
or large choices (you get to decide your 
next science experiment) both give students 
agency over their learning and allow students 
to study or write about something that truly 
interests them.

Increase student voice in the classroom 
or school by regularly checking in and asking 
students to weigh in on policies and practices. 
Students experience the curriculum—and the 
stress that may accompany it—first-hand, so 
they are often the best people to ask how 

https://www.challengesuccess.org/resources/school-resources/space-framework/
https://www.challengesuccess.org/resources/school-resources/space-framework/
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to make school more engaging and how 
to change some of the practices that are 
impacting their well-being. Schools can use a 
variety of strategies to “listen in” to students 
such as shadow days, student fishbowls, 
dialogue nights, or a Challenge Success 
student survey.

Lower the workload without sacrificing 
achievement. Though we may not be able 
to always tell students to “get as far as they 
get” with their learning, we can find ways 
to decrease the load we assign without 
decreasing student understanding. Consider 
de-cluttering your curriculum to determine 
(perhaps with the students’ input) which 
skills and topics must be covered in depth 
vs. which may not be as necessary. Mapping 
the curriculum across grade levels and/or by 
department might show places where there 
is unnecessary repetition, and auditing your 
lesson plans can help ensure that students 
reach enduring understandings of a few 
critical concepts in each unit.

Lose the “gotcha” in assessments. Many 
students report in our surveys that high-
stakes assessments and pressure to get 
good grades can be a source of undue stress. 
Try open note or open book assessments 
to lower students’ anxiety. In the real world, 
you almost never have to show what you 
know during a timed assessment and without 
access to resources such as computers 
and co-workers. Consider more frequent, 
untimed, low-stakes assessments, that serve 
to highlight what students know and are able 
to do.

Give every student a real break. There 
is a reason for Shabbat at the end of the 
work week, and yet many students spend 
long days and busy weekends without a real 
break. Some of this is due to overscheduling 

of extracurricular activities, but high school 
students in our surveys also report doing 
around 3 hours (2.8 on average) of homework 
each night, and a similar amount on the 
weekends. Consider reducing the number of 
homework assignments you give, especially 
over the weekend, or better yet, implement no-
homework weekends and vacations to allow 
students a real break.

These are just a few suggestions to increase 
student well-being and engagement with 
learning, and many of you likely practice one 
or more of these already. By making student 
health and the ABC’s of engagement your 
primary focus, you can fundamentally change 
the climate of your classroom and school and 
increase the likelihood that students will have 
meaningful learning experiences that last long 
after they take the test or turn in the paper.

https://www.challengesuccess.org/schools/school-surveys/student-survey/
https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_catalog/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg6
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Promoting Meaning-Making 
Readiness
Jeffrey S. Kress
Dr. Jeffrey S. Kress is the Bernard Heller Professor of Jewish Education at the 
William Davidson Graduate School of Jewish Education-Jewish Theological 
Seminary and a Dr. Jonathan Woocher Research Fellow at Lippman Kanfer 
Foundation for Living Torah.

Jewish educators speak about meaning in multiple ways: There is a factual or descriptive sense 
(e.g., The meaning of the Hebrew word סוס is “horse.”). Meaning can also refer to the relevance of 
what is learned, the ability of learners to engage with learning in a way that has some emotional 
investment (e.g., Max found the unit on horses to be meaningful because he grew up on a farm. 
The unit on iguanas? Not so much.). There is also what is sometimes called “capital M” meaning 
or existential meaning (a term used in the research literature)—a sense of purpose and coherence 
in one’s life (e.g., Sarah’s work rehabilitating abused horses provides meaning to her life.).

The first two of these connotations of meaning are the stuff of sound constructivist pedagogy. 
We want our learners to understand what we teach, and we recognize that new understandings 
are filtered through existing ones. We realize that we actively process new experiences through 
the meaning-making structures that we’ve developed.

Here, I’ll focus on the third sense of the term. Leading thinkers such as Dr. Jonathan Woocher z”l 
and his colleagues at Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah have given voice and momentum 
to the idea that a core purpose of Jewish education is to help learners lead a meaningful life. This 
goes beyond saying that the material we teach needs to be meaningful to our learners (though 
this is important as well). Rather, it suggests that Jewish learning should help learners develop 
self-understanding and forge a values-infused relationship with their communities and beyond.

In this sense, we can think of meaning as a bridge between our internal experiences and the 
external world. We bring into the meaning-making process our own histories, biases, emotional 
tendencies, etc. But meaning-making doesn’t stop with the self; it has to do with how we 
engage with others. Our relationships are both expressions of and influences on our sense of 
meaning. Meaning-making involves the weaving together of our experiences into a narrative 
that encompasses both self-knowledge and engagement with the world around us. Perhaps we 
can see the process as occurring at the intersection of Viktor Frankl’s discussion of meaning-
making as a basic human drive or need and Martin Buber’s emphasis on one’s relationships as 
the completion of one’s self.
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Promoting Meaning-Making Readiness
So, can we Jewish educators teach 

meaning or create meaning for our learners? 
In a word, no. Neither can we provide a 
blueprint or an instruction manual to our 
learners for how they can find meaning for 
themselves. As individuals, we are always 
changing, as is the world around us. As such, 
meaning-making, a process that mediates an 
individual’s relationship with the world, must 
be ongoing. Our learners will need to develop 
a sense of meaning for themselves in a world 
that we can’t anticipate. [The events of the 
past year are strong evidence that there will be 
unforeseen circumstances that can present 
meaning-making challenges.]

If we can’t do it for them, what can we do? 
Educators in all settings can help learners 
develop the capacity to make meaning on 
their own. We can’t take the journey for our 
learners, but we can help ensure that they 
are well supplied to pursue their own paths. 
Jewish educators can promote readiness for 
meaning-making in two interconnected ways: 
(1) by helping learners grow the skills and 
dispositions that can serve as precursors to 
meaning-making, and (2) by creating learning 
environments that are conducive to meaning-
making.

Enhancing Precursor Skills and 
Dispositions

If we understand meaning-making as the 
mediation between an understanding of self 
and an engagement beyond the self, we can 
point to skills and dispositions that would 
facilitate the process: understanding of one’s 
emotions, empathy with others, perseverance 
in the face of challenges, and others. While 
there are many ways to iterate the intra- and 
inter-personal competencies that facilitate 

the successful development of meaning, the 
framework of the Collaborative for Academic 
and Social and Emotional Learning is 
instructive. CASEL identifies 5 categories of 
competency areas:

1. Self-Awareness:
Being able to identify emotions, 
thoughts, and values and understand 
how these connect to our actions.

2. Social Awareness: 
Empathy, perspective taking, and 
understanding and appreciating the 
experience of others.

3. Self-Management: 
The ability to work with our emotions 
in a way that allows us to stay 
motivated and to manage stressors.

4. Relationship Skills:
Effective communication and other 
elements of connecting with others.

5. Responsible Decision-Making:
The ability to planfully shape our 
actions toward prosocial ends.

The development of the field of social 
and emotional learning (SEL) has made it 
clear that educators can actively cultivate 
learners’ growth in these areas. The Jewish 
educational context adds a rich environment 
in which to do so. While SEL may take a variety 
of forms (e.g., mussar/middot, character 
education, and positive psychology), these 
are united in bringing intentionality to the 
promotion of social and emotional growth. 
SEL moves the discussion of social skills and 
emotional intelligence out of the background 
(for example, as only important for behavior 
management, so that we can get to the “real” 
learning) and into the spotlight along with 
“content” learning. In fact, promoting social 

https://casel.org
https://casel.org
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and emotional growth can and should be 
done seamlessly within content areas. In 
Jewish education, these connections are 
even clearer—the values we promote are our 
content area.

CASEL recommends a comprehensive 
approach to promoting social and emotional 
outcomes, including addressing the 
underlying competencies directly. There are 
many resources for educators that can be 
accessed through CASEL.org (with Jewish 
applications available at sesl4jewished.org). 
For example, our texts provide entry points to 
exploring emotions (e.g., How might Moses 
have been feeling when the people complained 
that they have no water?) and can serve as 
springboards for practicing social skills (e.g., 
Let’s role-play how Moses could have stayed 
calm even in very challenging situations). 
We can engage with value-laden texts and 
ideas—for example, that people should be 
treated as created in the image of God—not 
only on the level of understanding but also on 
that of enactment. What would it look like if 
we treated one another as individuals created 
in the image of God? What are some things we 
can try here in our learning community to do 
this?

Creating Meaning-Making Environments
SEL also involves attention to the social 

and emotional climate in which learning 
takes place. What are some characteristics 
of environments that are likely to promote 
meaning-making? First and foremost, learners 
must feel safe to experiment, question, and 
take risks. Meaning-making can involve 
engaging with fraught topics and delving into 
one’s self. If one’s efforts are greeted by eye-
rolls from their peers (and all the more so, 
from their teachers!), these efforts are unlikely 

to be sustained. Educators often use the 
concept of brit (covenant) as a framework for 
establishing group rules or norms. A group’s 
brit can become something more than a sign 
on the wall—it can be reviewed, adapted, and 
amended as the group members reflect on the 
interactions that take place in their learning 
community.

Second, as they develop the capacity to 
make a positive contribution to the world, 
learners can have the opportunity to actually 
make a positive contribution—to their group, 
their school (or camp, synagogue, etc.), 
and/or their local community. And, they can 
take increasing responsibility to shaping the 
course of their own learning.

Third, a learning environment can and 
should embrace spirit. Regardless of how 
one understands the term “spirituality” (and I 
image that not all readers understand the term 
in a fully positive light), we can think about two 
connotations of the term spirit. First, there 
is the calm spirit one might associate with 
meditation, or perhaps the ruah Elohim (spirit 
of God) that provides the counterpoint to the 
tohu vavohu (chaos) in the creation story. We 
can also think about the raucous spirit that 
we may be familiar with from shouting (and 
stomping and banging on tables) “We’ve got 
 .spirit, yes we do!!” at camp or elsewhere/רוח 
Educators can create moments of calm or 
focus and moments of emotional exuberance 
and can provide learners with opportunities to 
connect with “something larger” (God, nature, 
Jewish peoplehood and history, etc.).

Fourth, educators can create opportunities 
for learners to engage with the stories of 
individuals who live(d) lives imbued with 

https://casel.org
https://www.sesl4jewished.org
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meaning. This would include the study of 
the lives of extraordinary exemplars (e.g., 
Martin Luther King Jr., Ruth Bader Ginsberg, 
Abraham Joshua Heschel, Maya Angelo, Ruth, 
and Hannah). It would also go beyond these 
individuals to include “locals” who can share 
their stories and form ongoing relationships 
with learners. Every community has volunteers 
and organizers to draw from.

Finally, meaning-making environments 
would include opportunities for reflection so 
that learners can pause and weave together 
their experiences. Reflection can help prevent 
education from becoming its own sort of 
tohu vavohu, a chaotic process of moving 
from experience to experience without the 
opportunity to connect these to one another 
or to one’s developing sense of self.

Conclusion: A Jewish Educational 
Framework for Promoting Meaning-
Making

Before closing, a word to leaders of 
educational organizations: Educators will be 
in a much better position to help promote 
meaning-making readiness to the extent that 
they feel supported in their own quest for 
meaning. The principles outlined in this paper 
apply to staff as well as to learners. Many 
Jewish educators enter the field as a part 
of their own meaning-making journey—it is 
one way in which they contribute their skills 
and passions to the betterment of the world. 
But Jewish educators face obstacles; there 
are days that contribute more to questioning 
meaning than making it. Educators, too, need 
time to come together as a community in order 

to process challenges and to learn together. 
In educational settings, meaning-making is a 
multi-level endeavor.

As Jewish educators, we have at the 
forefront of our work a fundamental tool 
to help us promote readiness for meaning-
making: Jewish content! We have wonderful 
sources for how to function as a community. 
The language of values can infuse our work. 
But we must go beyond learning about 
those values, texts, and ideas and should 
create learning communities that support 
them. In this way, our learning spaces can 
become microcosms of the types of Jewish 
communities that we’d like our learners to 
create, in which Judaism becomes a vehicle 
for intertwining self-growth and engagement 
with the world. By doing this, we are helping 
our learners develop readiness for meaning-
making.
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Finding and Sharing 
Moments of Meaning
Matt Shapiro

Three stone cutters were engaged in exactly the same task—cutting stones to build a cathedral. 
They would take a large piece of stone, cut it into a cube, and then place the cube into a pile with 
all of the others. A passer-by asked each of them, “Excuse me, what are you doing?” The first looks 
up with a scowl on his face and barks, “Can’t you see? I take the stone, cut it, and put it in the pile 
over there. I’ve been doing the exact same task for the last ten years, and I probably will do this 
until the day I die.” After the second was asked, he paused, put down his tools and looked up with a 
relaxed gaze. He volunteered, "I am cutting these stones to provide for my family. I am able to put 
good food on the table and keep them safe in our home. When I cut these stones, I know that my 
family is taken care of." Yet, after the third was asked, he looked up with a radiant smile, beaming 
from ear to ear. " Ah!” he sighed, “I am building a cathedral. A spiritual home, a lighthouse, to offer 
hope in a time of darkness and turmoil. This cathedral will stand for thousands of years. All of my 
efforts are contributing to this spiritual refuge.”

We each have a choice about how we approach our work as educators, poignantly described 
in this Sufi parable. We might punch in and punch out, maybe even feeling somewhat sour about 
it—especially these days [COVID-19 pandemic], an understandable if not ideal perspective. We 
may feel some pride in what we do, grateful for employment and the ability to provide for our 
families. And maybe, sometimes, we get to the place the third worker expresses—seeing our work 
not just as being satisfying (a challenging enough place to get to!), but rather as part of something 
much bigger, a place of meaning, uplift, and holiness. I’d guess that most of us rotate between the 
three different outlooks—if we expect to be fulfilled in each and every moment of our professional 
career, our expectations are likely misaligned. Yet, if we never felt that depth of meaning at any 
point, we probably would have moved to a different field. Speaking for myself, those “moments 
of meaning” have felt more elusive over the past ten months—the back and forth of learning 
text can’t be captured in the same way over Zoom, nor can the electric moment of connection in 
building relationships in person—making the challenge of finding deep meaning that much more 
pressing and challenging.

Rabbi Matt Shapiro is the Director of Youth Learning and Engagement at Temple 
Beth Am in Los Angeles, supervising programming and educational opportunities 
for children and families across the institution. Rabbi Shapiro previously worked 
extensively at Beit T'shuvah, an addiction recovery center that incorporates Jewish 
spirituality into its treatment model. 
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It’s easy to go down an ontological 
rabbit hole here (“what’s the meaning of 
‘meaning’?”), but it seems easier to build on 
from a master on the topic, the 20th century 
psychologist and thinker Victor Frankl. Frankl, 
in reflecting on his experience as a Holocaust 
survivor, identifies meaning as a primary, 
rather than a secondary, drive; just as we need 
food and shelter, so too do we need meaning 
to survive. In some ways, this seems to be 
radical—a seeming inversion of Maslow’s 
well-known hierarchy of needs—but, when I 
think about it for myself (and I invite you to do 
the same), it resonates. Even looking back at 
this past year, if the core components of my 
life through which I find meaning—my family, 
my personal interests and, yes, blessedly, 
my work—weren’t present, I don’t know how 
I would have made it through. I’m faced with 
the challenge, then, of being sameah behelki, 
satisfied with my portion of meaning. I’m also 
faced with the ultimately personal nature of 
this meaning—meaning is something I can 
generate for myself, and myself alone. No one 
else can tell me what it is for me.

So, how can it be found? I’ve learned from 
teachers and friends who are therapists that 
when someone is working with a psychologist, 
it’s not only about what’s discussed, the 
content, but it’s also about the process: what 
a person chooses to discuss first (or last), 
their affect as the conversation unfolds, and 
so on. I believe the same can be applied to 
an understanding of how we discover and 
sustain meaning. There are certain things I 
might do that are capital-M Meaningful and 
there are also the more mundane elements of 

my life. Though the content of meaning might 
be more obvious in the former, I can still mine 
those other experiences for meaning. The 
Hasidic masters knew this when they offered 
the framework of avodah begashmiyut, 
service of God in the everyday, that serving 
and being connected to God can happen in 
the unfolding of our daily lives, not only in 
times of formal study or prayer. I’ll offer that I 
think this balance of finding meaning through 
both content and process is true for us as 
individuals and works particularly well in our 
work as educators. Here are some examples, 
through my own experience of my teachers, 
of how this could be applied in professional 
contexts.

Finding Meaning Through Content
We can each think of at least an educator 

or two, probably more, who clearly have a 
deep passion for the content they teach. I can 
think of a Talmud teacher of mine jumping up 
and down as we decoded a daf, or my high 
school English teacher’s delight in lingering 
over a scene from Hamlet. You can tell when 
you’re learning from someone who loves the 
content, and it’s joyous.

Finding Meaning Through Process
This one’s a bit tricker—less about the 

form, more about the format. It’s not that the 
content is irrelevant, but it’s also that there’s 
a bigger picture in play. For me, this was 
my tech theater teacher in high school who 
supervised the stage crew for all the shows 
the school would put on. He clearly cared 
about the content and the quality of the work 
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we all did together. However, more than that, 
I sensed how passionate he was about giving 
us each, as individuals, an opportunity to 
grow, and he provided the forum for us, as a 
team, to work together and create something 
bigger than we could have created ourselves. 
The process, more than any one skill or piece 
of information, resonated.

Finding Meaning Through Both Content 
And Process

I’ve been blessed to learn from a Tanakh 
teacher a number of times—her passion 
for the material, her cultivation of skills 
in the classroom, her encouragement of 
creative interpretation is obvious. Just as, if 
not more, notable to me is the relationship 
building she engages in with her students. 
She invites students in the class over for 
a Shabbat meal at some point in the year 
and she stays in touch after the course is 
complete. She e-mailed me just the other 
week from Jerusalem, saying that she was 
thinking about me since she’s seen how bad 
the [COVID-19] numbers are in LA. There’s the 
content of the course that’s meaningful and 
there’s the developing and deepening process 
of connection through which the content is 
transmitted and enhanced—a fully integrated 
experience of meaning that I in turn receive.

Now, I don’t know what the inner experience 
of any of these teachers was—it’s possible, 
though unlikely, that this is all my own 
projection. But I do think that meaning can be 
sensed, and that it’s tangible when it’s present 
and transmitted. In each of these cases, it’s 
also an active process, not just something 

that simply happens or is arrived at. Meaning 
isn’t just successfully achieved, like moving to 
the next level in a video game. In some ways, 
the construct of meaning as a noun makes 
things more challenging—perhaps we should 
consider the value of thinking of our actions 
as “meaning-ing,” transforming it to a verb.

I feel lucky that in my professional life 
thus far, I’ve had moments of each of these 
types of “meaning-ing.” There are times when 
I feel deeply connected to our tradition, such 
as when I’ve found a Hasidic teaching that 
reinterprets a verse in a way I haven’t thought 
of before, or I see a student master a skill that’s 
been challenging for them, and suddenly it 
comes to life. It’s instances like this, in which 
I feel connected to something bigger than me, 
and that essential moment can sustain me for 
any number of emails that have to get written 
or forms that need to be filled out.

When we search for and embody meaning, 
we model for our students how to do this. 
There’s no formula; we share it with our energy, 
with our passion, with our consistency, with 
our presence. Though meaning is ultimately 
personal, we can model the process through 
which we have discovered it for ourselves and 
the content that brings us life, inspiring our 
students to discover it for themselves. When 
we demonstrate how our tradition is a well-
spring of this for ourselves, we increase the 
likelihood that they may find it there as well.

There is a teaching on the construction of 
the Tabernacle, that when it was completed, 
and all the Israelites looked at their work, it 
was impossible for them to differentiate who 
had created or built whichever piece of the 
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final product. Whether it was building a mere socket or hammering out the gold for the covering, 
they were a collective unit, looking at something they had all built together (a moment we can wish 
for for our three stone cutters above).

I hope for a glimmer of this experience in micro and in macro, for myself and for all of us. I hope 
that in our most minute duties (say, making copies before a lesson) and our grandest professional 
moments (the lecture that ties the whole semester together), we see one unified whole, one larger 
structure in which we find meaning for ourselves and illuminate it for our students. And all the 
more so—whatever our role within the larger system of Jewish education, may we see ourselves 
as part of a larger system of meaning, with all of us working together in a project of holiness, 
spiritual growth, and love.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/pardes/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg14
https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/shalom_learning/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg14
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A Framework for Evaluating 
Success in Jewish Education
Ezra Kopelowitz

Jewish education is one part of a broader complex of experience, learning, and growth that 
informs an individual’s understanding of him or herself in the world (Chazan, Chazan, and Jacobs). 
The question before us is: How does Jewish education contribute to the way a person interacts 
with the world?

Race, ethnicity, and nation are not entities in the world but ways of seeing the world. They are 
ways of understanding and identifying oneself, making sense of one’s problems and predicaments, 
identifying one’s interests, and orientating one’s actions. They are ways of recognizing, identifying, 
and classifying other people, of constructing sameness and difference, and of “coding” and making 
sense of their actions. They are templates for representing and organizing social knowledge, 
frames for articulating social comparisons and explanations, and filters that shape what is noticed 
and unnoticed, relevant or irrelevant, remembered or forgotten (Brubaker).

In the spirit of this expansive understanding of Jewish education, this article suggests that in 
evaluating the work of Jewish educators, we adopt Bethamie Horowitz’s argument that Jewish 
education is about nurturing “Jewish consciousness.”

The challenge for the Jewish community is to create or foster vibrant, compelling, communities, 
institutions, experiences, and relationships that inspire interest, a sense of Jewish connection, 
belonging, and loyalty. It all comes down to consciousness (the opposite of indifference) and how 
to encourage that consciousness as much as possible (Horowitz).

Jewish consciousness is holistic, informing doing, thinking, and feeling. “Meaning-making” is 
integral to Jewish consciousness, occurring as individuals interpret what is occurring in their 
lived-experience to understand how to act and the implications of their actions.

Success: Opting-Into Jewish Consciousness
Successful educational experiences expand and deepen participants’ Jewish consciousness. 

From an evaluation perspective, we ask: Do participants in educational programs opt-in and embrace 

Dr. Ezra Kopelowitz is the CEO of Research Success Technologies, a company that 
specializes in research and evaluation for Jewish organizations, and has published 
widely in areas that touch on Jewish identity, education, and peoplehood.  Ezra is 
a member of the faculty of the Spertus Institute for Jewish Leadership and serves 
as a Research Fellow at the Center for Jewish Peoplehood Education. 

https://www.palgrave.com/gp/book/9783319846910
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674022317
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15244110802493370
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the elements of Jewish consciousness 
promoted by their educators? To what extent 
and depth does the educational experience 
contribute to the participant adopting Jewish 
ways of interacting with the world?

The precise formulation of the above 
questions depends on the manner participants 
in an educational program interact in Jewish 
ways with the world. Do the Jewish skills and 
knowledge taught become relevant to the 
participants’ lives? We answer this question 
by delineating six dimensions of Jewish 
consciousness. The educational mission and 
corresponding evaluation questions change 
according to the Jewish consciousness 
dimensions an educator is addressing.

Six Dimensions of Jewish 
Consciousness

1. Establishing Relevance
As a result of an educational experience, 

do participants move from apathy to 
caring? Will we hear them state regarding 
the educational experience: “I am a Jew 
and that matters for my life?” If relevance 
is not established, nothing else matters, as 
knowledge and skills learned will simply be 
disregarded once the educational process 
ends. If relevance is established, how did the 
educational experience trigger the cognitive 
and emotional shift?

2. Provoking Curiosity
Once relevance is established, do 

participants express curiosity to learn more? 
Has the educational program succeeded in 
promoting a desire among participants to 
explore the implications of the subject matter 
for their lives?

3. Making Jewish Normal
Once curious, participants need pathways 

through which they can continue to acquire 
Jewish knowledge, seeking out social and 
intellectual relationships with other Jews as a 
normal and ongoing part of their lives. Effective 
educators provide those pathways as well as 
the knowledge and skills for starting along 
the way. When successful, participants opt-in 
and continue to make Jewish life experiences 
a normal part of their lives.

4. Encouraging Leadership
Once being Jewish is a normal part of 

one’s life, a person might embrace leadership 
by providing opportunities for others to 
have similar consciousness expanding 
experiences. Among many different leadership 
opportunities educators provide, we can 
include a teen’s choice to become a counselor 
at his or her summer camp, a college student’s 
decision to join the board of a college Hillel 
or Chabad, or an adult’s opting to pursue a 
degree in Jewish education, professional 
studies, or the clergy. Leadership might also 
involve micro-activities that are part of family 
and community life that require knowledge 
and skills, such as taking leadership roles in 
the prayer service, leading a Passover Seder, 
or initiating a Jewishly informed itinerary for 
one’s family vacation.

5. Becoming a Master
At the apex of the opting-in process 

are those whose depth of dedication, 
commitment, and knowledge enables them 
to become masters in a particular area of 
Jewish civilization (Kaplan). A master is not 
only able to teach others, but also adapts 
Jewish civilization to contemporary times, 

https://jps.org/books/judaism-as-a-civilization/
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enabling Jewish knowledge and lifeways to 
become relevant to a new generation living in 
a particular time and place.

6. Nurturing Peoplehood Consciousness
“Peoplehood Consciousness” (Ravid) 

ideally informs the other five dimensions. The 
often-unstated assumption girding the work 
of Jewish educators is that we are part of a 
global Jewish people. The goal is for Jews to 
feel part of and committed to the historical 
and contemporary global Jewish experience. 
Yet, that goal is often not explicitly planned 
for and thus is not an intentional outcome 
of Jewish education. Enabling individuals 
to pursue their personal Jewish journeys, 
deepening their Jewish skills and knowledge 
along the way, does not necessary mean that 
they will embrace Jewish Peoplehood.

The following are examples of possible 
Peoplehood questions that Jewish educators 
can choose to make explicit in their work. 
Should Jews feel a commitment and 
responsibility to supporting one another? 
Is the welfare of Jews who live elsewhere a 
concern? Should the lessons of Jewish history 
inform the way Jews think about the world 
today? Is it necessary to support communal 
organizations such as a Federation or Jewish 
home for the elderly? Is the relationship of 
Jews living outside of Israel to Israel a priority, 
even if one might disagree with the policies 
of an Israeli government? Is Tikkun Olam a 
Jewish collective responsibility, and if so, how 
does the fact that we are part of a People 
enable us to do Tikkun Olam more effectively?

These Peoplehood questions touch on the 
deepest and most expansive dimensions of 
Jewish consciousness and are the greatest 
challenge for Jewish educators today. In an 
age in which individualism and the personal 

pursuit of meaning is the prevailing norm 
(Bellah et al.; Cohen and Eisen) the greatest 
educational challenge becomes the nurturing 
of Peoplehood consciousness.

It is important to note that Jewish 
educators will likely find participants in their 
educational programs on different dimensions 
of Jewish consciousness at any given time. 
For example, a Rabbi teaching an introduction 
to Judaism class might have a student who 
has dedicated him or herself to the study and 
teaching of Jewish history, seeing the lessons 
of history as essential for understanding the 
world around us. However, the same person 
might not have seen much relevance for the 
role of Jewish religious ritual, ceremony, and 
law in his or her life. Hence, the Professor 
of Jewish history becomes a student in the 
initial stages of opting-in to a Jewish religious 
education.

Evaluation: The Case of 
Israel Education

In assessing the contribution of education 
to consciousness expansion there are 
at least three interrelated evaluation 
dimensions: individual outcomes, educational 
inputs, and the educational environment. 

1. Individual Outcomes
Individual outcomes involve changes in 

doing, thinking, and feeling resulting from 
an educational experience that contributes 
to an expansion of Jewish consciousness. 
Using Israel education as a case study, the 
following table provides examples of possible 
individual level outcomes at each stage of the 
consciousness building process.

https://jpeoplehood.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/peoplehood13web.pdf
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/292767
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2. Educational Inputs
To what extent are the individual level 

outcomes described above the result of an 
intentionally designed educational process? 
Jeff Kress provides a useful framework, 
which can be applied to understanding how 
educators nurture Jewish consciousness. 
He argues that participants in educational 
experiences should be placed in novel 
situations, that they process through dialogue 
with their teachers and peers, with adequate 
opportunities for reflection. When successful, 
the cognitive schemas participants utilize to 
understand their worlds are challenged and 
expand to include Jewish reference points.

Staying with Israel education, an excellent 
example of Kress’ framework at work 
occurs in Mifgashim—organized educational 
encounters involving Israeli-Jews and Jews 
who live elsewhere. When done well, the 
mifgash challenges the cognitive schemas 
of all the participants. The mifgash might 
involve traveling, service work, and/or 
learning together. The common element 
is that when they are together participants 
engage in reflective conversations in which 
they need to explicate who they are as Jews, 
the similarities and differences between 
them, and the implications for some aspect 

Dimensions 
of Jewish 

Consciousness
Examples of Individual Outcomes: Israel Education Case Study

1. Relevant
From indifference to the realization that “because I am Jewish, Israel is 
a special country for me.”

2. Curious

The desire to learn more about Israel, whether to learn Hebrew, learn 
about biblical or modern Israeli history, pursue connections with Israelis, 
learn popular Israel songs, take a Krav Maga course, learn about Israeli 
politics, etc.

3. Normal
Finding it meaningful to follow Israeli news on a regular basis, seeking 
out discussions about Israel with others, learning and speaking Hebrew, 
maintaining collegial or social relationships with Israelis, etc.

4. Leader
Seeing as valuable and encouraging others to engage with Israel through 
education, Israel advocacy, deepening the presence of Israel in one’s 
organization, etc.

5. Master

Committed and inspired to the point of becoming a master Israel 
educator. Working to devise educational and community building 
strategies and Israel-Diaspora partnerships that adapt and deepen the 
connection of Jews living inside and outside of Israel to one another 
(Kopelowitz).

6. Peoplehood
Committed to promoting the welfare of Jews living in Israel and the 
state of Israel, and the responsibility of Israel and Israelis to the Jewish 
People.

https://www.academicstudiespress.com/judaismandjewishlife/development-learning-and-community-educating-for-identity-in-pluralistic-jewish-high-schools
https://theicenter.org/sites/default/files/knowledge_base/Nurturing%20Master%20Israel%20Educators-cnd.pdf
https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/masa/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg19
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of their lives. For many, the mifgash is the first time that they need to actively think about who they 
are Jewishly, their connection to and responsibility for other Jews, and reflect on the resulting 
realizations.

3. Educational Environments That Support Jewish Consciousness
Successful Jewish education almost always occurs within educational environments in which 

the professional staff are aware of the larger consciousness-raising goals of their organization 
and coordinate with one another to implement them. The result is the creation of educational 
experiences that might range over many years, which occur in multiple contexts and reinforce 
each other over time. Thus, for example, Israel education at a synagogue school can provide many 
instances in which Israel serves as a reference point for the developing Jewish consciousness 
of a child coming of age from kindergarten through high school. These reference points occur 
through participation in ceremonies and celebrations, singing Israeli songs, learning in formal 
classes, participating in educational trips to Israel, interacting with counselors and teachers who 
are Israelis, and developing friendships with Israelis through twinning programs. At the most 
outstanding synagogue schools, many of these educational experiences reference common 
educational values and themes that further sharpen and deepen a young person’s expansion of 
Jewish consciousness.

In conclusion, this paper places the issue of meaning-making in Jewish education within 
the broader conceptual frame of Jewish Consciousness. What it means to be Jewish and the 
role of Jewish education unfolds along six distinct dimensions of Jewish consciousness. Each 
dimension offers different challenges and demands distinct educational strategies and measures 
for determining success.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/masa/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg19
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Sharon Freundel

There are those who view meaning-making as fluffy or non-substantive. Truthfully, sometimes 
it is. One can make meaning out of anything; we are a species that thinks symbolically. We infuse 
meaning into all sorts of things that intrinsically may have no meaning at all. At the same time, 
once we imbue an item with meaning, such as a stuffed animal, family heirloom, or a flag, we treat 
that item as something special and distinct from all else around it because it brings us comfort, 
connection, and substance.

Making Jewish learning meaningful need not fall into that trap of needing to make everything 
meaningful. One of the few entities shared universally by the Jewish people are our texts: the 
Tanakh, the Talmud, the commentaries on those texts, and the codes of law, ranging from medieval 
times to the present era. Given that reality, I would suggest beginning with our shared texts as a 
basis for both making meaning in our own lives and facilitating students’ meaning-making. Those 
shared, foundational texts have historically guided our wisdom, values, and decision-making, 
thereby helping people develop meaning within their own lives.

The Torah does not always concretely or explicitly state solutions to problems big and small. 
Ben Bag Bag’s insight in Pirkei Avot (5:22), “Hafokh bah va-hafokh bah de-khulah bah, turn it over 
and turn it over for everything is in there,” resonates strongly. Torah is the source from which we 
begin our journey to find meaning in the world. That journey is not the same for everyone, and 
our sources tell us that, too. The adage that the Torah has “seventy faces” reminds us that each 
individual draws from that source an expression of meaning that is relevant to their own lives.

Please note that the text should serve as the beginning of our process of meaning-making. 
Numerous other factors contribute to each individual’s personal statement of meaning: their 
background, their identities, their environment, their education, their experiences in life and their 
penchants for various disciplines, to name but a few. But what should anchor it all is the meaning 
that each of us draws from our shared canon.

While this is nice in theory, practical applications matter for educators in their quest to enlighten 
students. Here are some learnings I have gleaned on meaning-making that can guide lesson 
development:

Sharon Freundel is the Managing Director of the Jewish Education Innovation 
Challenge which catalyzes radical improvement in Jewish day schools. Prior to 
this, she was the Director of Jewish Life at the Milton Gottesman Jewish Day 
School of the Nation's Capital, and before that, she taught and was the department 
chair for Tanakh and Rabbinics and was Mashgichah Ruchanit of the Upper 
School at the Berman Hebrew Academy. She earned a Masters of Arts in Jewish 
Education from the Baltimore Hebrew Institute at Towson University. 

https://www.jewishchallenge.org/
https://www.jewishchallenge.org/
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Educators should not sacrifice students’ 
meaning-making for the sake of developing 
skills or covering content. The old Chinese 
proverb, “Give a man a fish and you feed him 
for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed 
him for a lifetime,” is often used to justify 
focusing on skills and content. What the 
adage does not address is that this proverbial 
man needs to understand what to do with 
the fish once he has it, or he will still starve. 
What students think and feel based on what 
they have learned is at least as important 
as what they know or can do. Although it is 
easier to assess knowledge and skills, we 
cannot afford to sacrifice the development of 
meaning and purpose from the text because 
it is more difficult to assess. At the end of 
each unit, a summative assessment should 
include not only demonstration of knowledge 
and skills, but a section in which each student 
can share some moral lessons that they have 
extracted from their learning. The use of big 
ideas, enduring understandings, and essential 
questions is quite helpful in this endeavor. 
For example, if at the end of the unit on the 
exodus from Egypt, and the beginning of the 
unit on revelation at Sinai, we ask the students 
to reflect on how much trust the Israelites had 
in God and how they developed whatever trust 
they had, the students will begin to discern 
their own approaches to trust in God and 
fellow human beings.

Teachers need to know their individual 
students very well so that they can fashion 
lessons around each student’s quest for 
meaning. This knowledge includes general 
information such as societal influences 
on this generation and class dynamics in 
addition to understanding what resonates 
with each student. For example, I had a 
student who was very visual, and she derived 

meaning from the story of the splitting of the 
Reed Sea by creating a piece of artwork called 
Almost Halleluyah. The art, together with an 
artist’s statement, depicted how and why the 
Israelites were only on the cusp of freedom 
but not yet truly liberated from Egypt.

Teachers should be very intentional and 
purposeful in choosing the texts that they 
teach even if they break from curricular 
tradition. The claim that a text has always 

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/pardes/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg21
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been taught in a certain class is not a good reason to continue teaching it if it is not a good fit. In 
conversation with colleagues over my career, it is clear that every school has several texts that 
fall into this category. For example, in schools where I taught, many students were turned off from 
learning Talmud when studying some of the classical Talmudic texts such as the laws of when 
one ox gores another. With so much rich content in our sources, an alternative, relevant text could 
be identified to achieve the learning objectives of a unit. Alternatively, the teacher should find a 
way to mine the values of that text which the students can apply to their lives.

The meaning a teacher draws from a text may be very different from the meaning that the 
student sees. We may be able to direct them down a path, but we should feel no obligation or right 
to impose our meaning onto our students. For example, a student who has lost a sibling may very 
well read the story of Joseph and his brothers in a completely different way than another student 
or the teacher who has not experienced this kind of grief. The conclusion that everything that 
happened in that story or even things that happen every day are the hand of God may ring hollow 
or false to a child who has experienced such a loss. Within the parameters of Jewish values and 
Jewish wisdom, we need to allow our students to be themselves rather than pale reflections of 
who their teachers are.

In order to better help our students embark on their own journeys to embed meaning into their 
lives, we as educators must be intimately familiar with our planned learning objectives, the texts 
we want to use to meet those objectives, our students’ interests and personalities, and our own 
sense of purpose and quest for meaning. With our support and guidance, the students will be 
primed to return to “the well,” the source of all meaning, again and again over the course of their 
lifetimes to develop their own individual purpose, relevance, and decision-making skills out of our 
shared ancient Jewish wisdom.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/biu/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg22
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Peeling Back the Layers of 
Meaning Mining
A Taxonomy
Rachel Friedrichs

Introduction
I do not think a Jewish studies teacher, in the 75+ year history of Jewish day school education, 

has ever said to themselves, “I don’t want my students’ learning to be meaningful to them today.” 
By implication, on some level, every Jewish studies teacher, every time they walk into their 
classroom has, at least implicitly, the intention that their teaching be meaningful to their students. 
Yet counter-intuitively, perhaps in part because of the lofty and ever-present nature of this aspect 
of our teaching, the goal of meaning-making has often been taken for granted and relegated to the 
realm of imprecise and unreflective thinking. Because we hope (and assume) that “it” will always 
be happening, it is all the more challenging to pin down and break apart exactly what “it” is.

As teachers, we know that accuracy and specificity in defining our goals are essential for 
determining the extent to which we are meeting them.  And so, if it is our goal that students' learning 
be meaningful, we certainly have to articulate exactly what that means, how it can reasonably be 
accomplished, and by what measures we are going to know if we are succeeding. Meaningfulness 
in our students’ learning does, of course, possess an undeniably ineffable, subjective, “I’ll know it 
when I see it” dimension.  However, educators in the field of Jewish education ought to address 
these qualities of meaning-making in order to develop a more consistent and professional 
approach to successfully infusing our teaching with meaning.

A quick side note, while we are on the subject of the importance of precision of language. For 
some years now, my colleagues at the Pardes Center for Jewish Educators have taken to using 
the term meaning mining instead of meaning-making. The shift stems from the desire to convey 
our deeply-held belief that the texts of our tradition inherently contain a tremendous amount 
of meaning for all contemporary readers, including our students. Therefore, we do not need to 
“make” nor conjure meaning from thin air when we learn or teach Torah, but rather we do the work 
of drawing out or mining the meaning that is already there, in the text. Consider for a moment 
if this minor semantic shift affects the way you mentally frame or approach this topic. For the 
remainder of this article I will use the term meaning mining.

Rachel Friedrichs is the Assistant Director of the Pardes Center for Jewish 
Educators. She holds a BA in History from Brandeis University and an MA in 
Jewish Education from the Hebrew University and is an alumna of the Pardes Day 
School Educators Program. Rachel has taught Tanakh and Rabbinic literature, 
most recently at Gann Academy in Boston.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/biu/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg22
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Note: The taxonomy was created collaboratively with the faculty of the Pardes Center for Jewish Educators: Rachel Friedrichs, Sefi Kraut, Aviva Lauer, Rachel Margolin, Reuven Margrett, Susan Yammer

Taxonomy of Meaning Mining

Aspects of Meaning: Values Clarification Developing Middot Identifying with 

Characters

Cultural Identification Relationship to the 

Divine

Textual Empowerment Personal Relevance

Elaboration Students will articulate 
and critically consider, 
from multiple viewpoints, 
the values being 
expressed in the text. 
Students will clarify their 
own values in relation to 
the text.

Through respectful 
consideration of the 
middot, behaviors, and 
choices of characters in 
the texts, students will 
be guided in a reflective 
process of considering 
their own choices or 
characteristics. Meaningful 
encounter with the text 
leads to the refinement of 
students’ middot.

Students connect to or 
identify with characters 
or plot lines in narrative 
texts. Students are 
able to empathize with 
the struggles, pain and 
triumphs of characters in 
biblical and rabbinic stories 
and feel drawn to them.

Students feel an innate 
sense of belonging in the 
text and a connection to 
the studying of Jewish 
texts. Fundamentally, 
students have internalized 
that engaging in Torah 
study is not merely an 
academic pursuit, but an 
act of identity formation.

Studying Jewish text builds 
or strengthens students’ 
relationship with the Divine, 
makes them more attuned 
to their own spirituality, 
and/or enhances their 
sense of transcendence in 
the world. Students might 
appreciate that Torah study 
is itself an act of love for 
God. 

Students feel a sense of 
pride in their ability to read, 
understand and engage with 
the text. They see the value in 
the textual and critical thinking 
skills they have accrued. 
Thumbing through a Tanakh or 
navigating a Seder of Mishnah 
is intuitive and comfortable.

Students can draw 
connections between aspects 
of the text and their own lived 
experience today. The student 
has closed the time gap 
and surmounted the culture 
barrier that often exists 
between student and text and 
understands how and why the 
lessons of the Torah speak to 
her/him today. 

Student perspective

(what a student could 
conceivably say if they 
were successfully 
engaged in this aspect)

"When I see the Rabbis 
grappling with what to 
do in a situation where 
halakha and maintaining 
kavod habriyot clash, I 
can better evaluate value 
clashes in my life..."

“I realize that I sometimes 
justify being dishonest with 
my parents and I wonder 
if I can continue to do so 
in light of my criticisms 
of Yaakov’s behavior with 
Yitzhak...”

“It must have been so hard 
for Yaakov to decide what to 
do when approaching Esav 
after all those years - to err 
on the side of forgiveness 
or rather of self-protection. 
What I would have done in 
that situation is…”

“I am one of the stars 
God is referring to in His 
promise to Avraham”; OR “I 
see how the way we’d  build 
a sukkah today is shaped 
by the mahloket in this 
gemara.”

“God chose to appear to 
Moshe in a modest desert 
bush—almost missable; 
that makes me think of 
signs of God in my life I 
might miss.”

“I totally understand what 
Rashi is saying” OR “I know 
how to find that word in 
Jastrow.”

"When the 10 Commandments 
talk about EVERYONE 
deserving a break once a 
week, I understand why we 
keep Shabbat today, and why 
we need to make sure to get 
away from technology and 
media once a week!”

Learning Domain Cognitive (Head) Conative (Hand) Affective (Heart) Affective (Heart) Affective (Heart); Conative 
(Hand); Cognitive (Head)

Cognitive (Head); Conative 
(Hand)

Affective (Heart); Conative 
(Hand)

Developmental readiness Middle school Upper elementary Elementary Elementary Lower elementary Elementary Upper elementary

Sample activities and/or 

assessment

Argue the other side: 
Students are asked to 
make a case for the other 
perspective with which 
they do not (initially) 
agree; 
Tug of war: Place two 
competing values on 
opposite sides of the 
board and have students 
write in supports for each 
side; 
Class debate: In teams, 
have students orally 
argue in defense of the 
competing values in the 
text.

Self-reflective journaling: 
Students are asked to 
respond in writing to 
prompts, which draw 
from the text and which 
encourage them to 
consider actions they have 
taken and/or a choice they 
might make differently next 
time;  
Heshbon haNefesh 

journals: Using a set of 
very focused prompts and 
usually focusing on a single 
middah at a time, have 
students reflect on their 
behavior and choices.

Bibliodrama: A variety of 
activities and prompts 
(such as: Yaakov, explain 
to us why you decided to 
arrange your family the way 
you did to greet Esav) that 
have students ‘step into the 
shoes’ of a character from 
the Tanakh or aggadot. 
Students speak in first 
person as the character; 
Letter writing: Guided by 
a prompt or set of criteria, 
students write a letter to a 
character in the text or as a 
character in the text.

Be a commentator: 
Students receive a 
worksheet that includes 
a section titled “Rashi’s 
Interpretation,”“Rashbam’s 
Interpretation,” and “YOUR 
Interpretation.” Students 
will fill in each box and 
will see themselves 
as legitimate valuable 
interpreters of these texts; 
Ritual research: After 
studying about a particular 
mitzvah or ritual students 
are tasked with researching 
another Jewish community 
in order to find both 
varieties and similarities in 
the way Jews carry out our 
traditions.

Shema kavvanot:
After learning the text of 
the Shema, students can 
come up with ways in 
which they love G-d when 
they are

”וְדִבַּרְתָּ בָּם, בְּשִׁבְתְּך
 בֵיתֶךָ וּבְלֶכְתְּךָ בַדֶּרֶךְ“ 

God metaphors: Students 
are asked to portray their 
relationship to God in 
the form of a personal 
metaphor. They can be 
encouraged to think of this 
metaphor when praying or 
performing rituals. 

Dictionary “treasure” hunt: 
Provide students with 
questions or clues that can 
only be solved by finding the 
right entry in a dictionary (such 
as: “What example does Frank 
provide for term X” or “How 
many definitions are there for 
word Y?”; 
Textual plays: Students write 
short plays using the dialogue 
from the text in their play; 
Conjugation races: 
Students race across the 
classroom to match two parts 
of a Hebrew word together 
(such as: the clue is אחיו and 
students match a card with the 
word אח to a card with שלו on 
the other side of the class).

Rewrite the mishnah: 
Students keep the same 
structure and concepts 
of a mishnah but replace 
any features that are not 
relevant today with modern 
equivalents;  
Establishing guidelines:  
After learning about Moshe’s 
leadership qualities, students 
can write a guidebook of how 
to be a good leader and think 
about where they can utilize 
these traits in their own lives.  

Assessability Immediately assessable/ 
Objective

Assessable long-term/ 
Subjective

Immediately assessable/ 
Subjective

Assessable long-term/ 
Subjective

Assessable long-term/ 
Subjective

Immediately assessable/ 
Objective

Immediately assessable/ 
Subjective
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In order to help educators determine 
whether their goals for meaning mining in 
their classrooms are clear and achievable, 
my colleagues and I would like to offer a 
taxonomy of several of the various possible 
aspects of meaning mining that we might 
hope to incorporate into our teaching. This 
chart aims to classify different aspects or 
facets of meaning mining and offers additional 
categories intended to help educators think 
about the role each of these aspects might 
play in their schools and classrooms.  This 
taxonomy is not intended to be decisive or 
exhaustive, but rather a provisional attempt 
as part of an ongoing process of better 
defining and comprehending what we intend 
to accomplish when we mine meaning from 
our texts together with our students.

Reflecting on the Taxonomy
Presumably, certain elements on this chart 

will seem more or less novel to different 
educators, depending on how they have 
conceived of meaning mining until now and 
what techniques they already regularly utilize. 
The aspect that might be most surprising to 
many is “Textual Empowerment”—after all, 
biblical grammar tables, vocabulary lists, 
charts of Rashi script, and vav ha-hipukh 
exercises tend not to be the most inspiring 
elements of one’s teaching or learning day. 
Yet, while this aspect of meaning mining 
might not always feel especially meaningful 
moment-to-moment, the acquisition of text 
skills over time opens the doors for students 
to create their own meaning from our textual 
tradition.

It is worth noting that several possible 
aspects or categories of meaning mining 
discussed amongst my colleagues did not 
make it into this version of the taxonomy. I 
offer them here briefly, in case they might 

help some readers further clarify or expand 
these categories. We debated whether 
“engagement” on the part of the students 
qualified as an aspect of meaning mining. 
Is the disposition of being interested in and 
enjoying something the same as finding 
it meaningful? On the one hand, it would 
seem that cultivating a love of Torah study 
might be one of the most essential things 
we do, and yet, we can all think of engaging 
and fun activities conducted in our schools 
or classrooms that would almost certainly 
not qualify as meaningful. Ultimately, we 
determined that joy and interest in learning 
Torah was a product of the seven aspects 
we did identify on the taxonomy. What makes 
studying texts enjoyable and interesting? The 
fact that we empathize with the characters, 
have our values refined, feel competent and/
or have our identities fostered (to name a few) 
in the process. A similar discussion ensued 
over whether “enduring/impactful” was an 
aspect of meaning mining. We came to a 
similar conclusion as above. Impactfulness 
doesn't stand on its own, but rather is likely 
(and hopefully) the result of the other 
aspects included. Nevertheless, it is certainly 
conceivable that others in the field will 
perceive this differently and could use these 
reflections to sharpen their own conception 
of how these terms might relate to meaning 
mining.

Some final food for thought regarding the 
taxonomy, in the form of questions. Hopefully, 
these will spark some worthwhile discussions:

Do any of these aspects of meaning 
mining fully stand on their own or, in some 
way, are they inherently interconnected with 
one another? Will it help us further refine our 
goals if we keep in mind how some of these 
aspects interconnect?

If we continue to struggle to assess some 
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of the longer term or subjective aspects 
of meaning mining (such as: “developing 
middot” or “cultural identification”), can we 
legitimately employ them in articulating our 
goals? Despite the challenges, are there 
nevertheless measures we can put into 
place to determine whether our efforts and 
strategies to foster these aspects of meaning 
mining are successful?

Is there value in placing more attention or 
energy on the aspects of meaning mining that 
are more uniquely Jewish (such as: identity 
formation) as opposed to the aspects that 
could conceivably be achieved by general 
studies teachers (such as: empathizing with 
characters in a literature class)?

Some Practical Take-aways
We anticipate that there might be several 

practical and tangible benefits to breaking 
down the term meaning mining into these 
seven aspects.  As mentioned above, the 
language of the taxonomy might help a 
teacher articulate clearer, more specific, and 
more attainable  goals regarding meaning 
mining in the classroom. Once our goals are 
clear, teachers can create assessments that 
truly provide insight into the extent to which 
these meaning mining goals have been 
achieved. As such, a teacher can seriously 
consider and find evidence for whether her 
students made steps towards clarifying their 
values, identified with the characters in the 
text, or were able to connect their learning 
to something in their own lives, rather than 
a more general, “was the students’ learning 
meaningful today?”

Additionally, having this language laid out 
should encourage teachers to expand their 
conception of meaning mining by aiming for 
aspects of meaning never before explicitly 
included in their teaching. Hopefully, in 

working towards these newly conceived 
goals, teachers will draw from the suggested 
activities component of the taxonomy and 
expand their meaning mining repertoire. 
Lastly, we hope that having a shared language 
around meaning mining among faculty at 
the same school might provide collaborative 
conversations with more depth and definition 
and enable greater mutual support between 
colleagues as they explore new ways to foster 
meaning mining in their classrooms.

Conclusion
For many Jewish studies educators, what 

we have called meaning mining is a central 
reason they entered this field and a prime 
motivator in their daily work. After all, this 
is the aspect of our work that endures and 
shapes lives long after our students leave 
our classrooms. Any passionate, committed 
Jew involved in their community today is 
almost certainly the product of at least some 
meaningful encounters with Jewish learning 
in their past. Therefore, defining this aspect 
of our work clearly and setting ourselves up 
for success in this domain are essential. We 
hope this taxonomy will prove useful in that 
endeavor, and that the language and structure 
of the taxonomy will provide further clarity 
when engaging with other ideas presented in 
this issue of Jewish Educational Leadership.

As stated above, we anticipate that this 
taxonomy would take on a life of its own as it 
gets added to, re-structured, and re-purposed 
by different schools and educators. The goal 
is that this version will serve as a starting point 
to help institutions and individual educators 
think more systematically and precisely as 
they engage in the ongoing work of mining 
meaning from and within our rich Jewish 
tradition, together with their students.
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A Retrospective on My First 
Four Decades of 
Meaning-Making
Zvi Grumet

Growing up in the late sixties and early seventies, the world in which I lived was suffused with 
the search for meaning. An entire generation refused to accept that things were right because 
they had always been done a certain way, insisting instead that things be done because they 
were the right things to do. Rabbis and Jewish educators who couldn’t shift from the language 
of obligation to the language of meaning found themselves facing a generation of young Jews 
fleeing from religion or flocking to alternate ones. In my immediate family there were debates 
around the Shabbat table about what did or did not “make sense,” and my extended family included 
those who had opted out Jewishly because the religion they had learned was incompatible with 
the world in which they lived.

When I chose to follow the path of Jewish education (abandoning a family business and a job 
offer as a programmer), it was because I sensed the need for educators who could make Jewish 
life and learning meaningful for youth. Rabbi David Eliach, at Azrieli Graduate School, gave me 
language to describe what I was trying to accomplish. He called it motivation—every unit, and 
perhaps even every lesson, had to be built around an idea that would be relevant to the student’s 
life, and if I couldn’t find that relevance then I either had to dig deeper or forego teaching that 
particular text. The simple challenge energized my personal learning, teaching, and educational 
endeavors. As a young teacher trying to impact my students’ lives it forced me to continually 
evaluate what I was teaching and why I thought it would be meaningful for my students. And that 
was good.

With experience, my own learning deepened, my understanding of my students became more 
nuanced, and my understanding of education forced me to recognize that the approach I was 
using invited superficial meaning-making on a micro-scale which ran the risk of being inauthentic 
and artificially imposed on the texts I was teaching. Further, it was not anchored in a broad 

Zvi Grumet is the Director of Education at The Lookstein Center and Editor-in-
Chief of Jewish Educational Leadership.  Rabbi Dr. Grumet also teaches Tanakh at 
Yeshivat Eretz Hatzvi. Zvi’s publications include Moses and the Path to Leadership 
(Urim, 2013), From Creation to Covenant (Maggid, 2017), and the Humash Koren 
Lev Ladaat (Koren, 2020).
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understanding of the content, overarching 
goals, or core themes. In addition, it ignored 
the critical role of skills in the process of 
making the learning meaningful. Finally, it 
placed the weight of meaning-making on my 
shoulders, and did not allow enough room for 
students to explore how the texts they were 
learning could be meaningful for themselves.

What is Meaningful Learning?
I’d like to share an anecdote about 

meaningful learning.
I was sitting shiva and had an open Zoom 

session. In the early afternoon I saw someone 
come on to the Zoom whom I did not 
recognize. He introduced himself briefly—it 
was a student I had taught nearly thirty years 
ago. This is what he said:

I was your student, and I wasn’t a good 
one. I doubt if you remember me (he was 
wrong about that). We had a class on the 
megillot. I don’t remember much but this 
much I can tell you: I learned that learning 
Tanakh could be interesting, relevant to 
my life, and meaningful. I just called to 
say, “thank you.”

What is meaningful learning? It is learning 
in which students understand what they are 
learning, why it is important that they learn it, 
and why it could be important for them. That 
importance could take any one of several 
forms. The learning could touch them on 
issues they are dealing with in their personal 
lives, in their family lives, or as they navigate 

relationships. It could touch their individual 
identity, their communal-national identity, 
or their religious identity. It could help them 
understand themselves and their experiences 
or offer opportunities to explore their spiritual 
or ethical lives. In short, meaningful learning 
is learning in which students walk away—
either in the short term or the long term, with 
a thankfulness for having had the learning 
experience. It is learning which seeks to 
go beyond relevance to the students’ lives; 
learning which the students find so compelling 
that they want to come back for more.

How do we Make Learning Meaningful?
There is no single formula for making 

learning meaningful but it starts with the 
teacher being in a mindset that this must 
happen and with deep understanding of who 
the students are. It cannot be an add-on to 
existing lessons but needs to be the driver of 
the core learning taking place. It affects what 
is learned, how it is learned, and even how the 
teacher interacts with students. It needs to be 
both explicit and implicit so that the students 
know that it is important, and it demands that 
the students be involved in the process of 
making it meaningful.

Meaningful Content
Let me offer a few examples of how 

content can be shaped as meaningful. 
Studying Genesis, a deep reading of the story 
of the Garden of Eden yields an understanding 
of what it means to be human; Isaac mimics 
much of what his father does and is an 
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extraordinary example of the struggle to 
define an identity independent of our parents; 
the complex struggles of Jacob and Joseph 
become lenses through which students gain 
insight into dealing with their own demons and 
learning to overcome them. While the teacher 
identifies the themes and draws attention 
to them, the actual content of that meaning 
can be generated by either the student or 
the teacher, or both. These theological and 
human questions are essential to the learning 
and demand a lot of hard work but will help 
the students see the text as a mirror with 
which they can reflect on their own lives and 
struggles.

Similarly, studying Exodus provides 
opportunities to explore our contemporary 
place in the covenant, leadership and 
followership, chosenness, and relationship 
with God on personal, communal, and 
national levels. These are not afterthoughts 
or “one-off” lessons but are integral to the 
learning—the product of building a thematic 
program designed to touch upon these issues 
repeatedly and from multiple angles.

The search to make content meaningful 
becomes more challenging when engaging 
in certain kinds of Rabbinic texts, specifically 
Talmud. I would argue that the choice of 
which sections to be studied and the focus 
of that study should be guided by the same 
questions:

Why should the students care about this?

How can I shape the learning so that I/they 
can make it meaningful, or even compelling?

What values are embedded in the texts we 
are studying, how can I help to draw those 
out with the students, and are those values 
relevant to the students I am teaching?

Meaningful Pedagogy
Meaningful pedagogy is one in which 

students feel that they are integral to the 
process of creating knowledge, not simply 
consumers of knowledge. There are multiple 
ways that this can be accomplished.

Here is one example. The teacher is 
exploring a text of Humash in which there 
is a question discussed by many of the 
commentaries. The teacher wants to 
present the question to the class. This is 
not an inherently bad idea but the teacher 
needs to consider what is motivating that 
choice. Is it because the teacher once found 
it meaningful or because the teacher has 
carefully considered it and concludes that the 
students may find the content meaningful? 
Assuming that the teacher has considered 
the students and chooses to present it to 
the class, choosing this approach certainly 
focuses the lesson but potentially limits 
student voice. How do we transform students 
into knowledge-generators? It is certainly 
not by presenting them with three alternative 
answers which they must commit to memory.

What would happen if the teacher asks the 
students to generate their own answers? This 
empowers students to be fully engaged with 
the text. Pursue that a step further—there is 
a good likelihood that at least one student 
will come up with an answer that was offered 
by one of the commentaries. This opens 
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the possibilities for students to personally 
identify with a great Torah scholar and feel a 
deep sense of ownership of the text. I once 
had a student who came up with an answer 
offered by Abarbanel—for the next year 
and a half this student spent his lunch time 
reading through Abarbanel’s commentary 
(no mean feat!) in advance of class. The 
teacher could also compare and contrast 
the relative merits of different commentaries 
and have the students draw inferences from 
those to issues not directly addressed by the 
text. Suddenly the commentaries are not the 
end of the discussion, shutting the students 
down, but the beginning of it, empowering 
them to analyze the different commentaries. 
This process could be driven further as 
students try to understand the underlying 
messages or assumptions often hidden in the 
commentaries and evaluate the relevance of 
those ideas to their own lives.

A different approach would be to actually 
teach students to examine and interrogate 
the texts themselves. Suddenly, the questions 
being explored are not necessarily those 
which occupied the minds of scholar 
hundreds of years ago but those engaging the 
current generation of learners. This does not 
guarantee meaningfulness, particularly if the 
questions are generated but not addressed. 
But when the questions are addressed and the 
students then become part of the give-and-take 
involved in generating, clarifying, challenging, 
revising, and reformulating answers, suddenly 
students become profoundly invested in the 
radiation which they are creating dynamically 
as part of their learning.

A third approach invokes not student voice 
but student choice. What if students were 
presented with options of which approach to 
take and different groups of students explored 
different approaches and questions which 
were later shared with the rest of the class (or 
with a wider forum)? True, this demands extra 
work for the teacher up front, but shifts the 
nature of the learning, as the teacher becomes 
a valuable resource aiding the students to 
progress in their own investigations. And the 
net result is increased student engagement, 
student ownership of their learning, and 
enhanced opportunities for the learning to 
become meaningful to students.

Reflectivity and Assessment
Finally, each of the above approaches 

can be enhanced by guiding the students to 
become explicitly reflective learners. Students 
can be encouraged to regularly consider 
questions such as what they personally gained 
from their learning of X or which part of their 
learning of subject X touched on an area of 
their life. Building those questions in may not 
always yield the desired results, but puts the 
issue of reflective learning on the table so that 
students know that this is important to the 
teacher but, more importantly, that this could 
be important to their lives as individuals, as 
Jews, as brothers and sisters and sons and 
daughters, as members of a community, as 
members of the Jewish people, as citizens of 
the world, and more.
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Closing Thoughts
When I first began considering teaching, a well-intentioned relative tried to dissuade me, 

claiming (apparently based on his own experience) that I would never see positive fruits for my 
efforts. At the time I believed that he was wrong; looking back at my first forty years of meaning-
making, I can assert with confidence that teaching for meaningfulness can be accomplished. 
It requires intentionality, thoughtfulness in content and pedagogy, and consistency. It demands 
caring about our students and being aware of where they are. Teaching for meaningfulness is not 
only possible; it is a necessity.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/mtei/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg32
https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_blended/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg32
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If I were to ask any parent or Judaic studies teacher in my school what is their ultimate goal 
for students’ Torah learning, I would likely hear something like this: We want students to find 
Torah learning meaningful, to feel an emotional, personal connection with God and His Torah that 
engenders a lifelong commitment to studying Torah and adherence 
to mitzvot. And, of course, it is essential that they develop skills and 
literacy in classic Torah texts, primarily Tanakh and Gemara.

Teachers often respond in two different ways to this tension between 
relevance and meaning on the one hand and literacy and access skills 
on the other. Some focus their energy away from the substance of the 
learning to the charisma, joy, or relationship with students that they 
work to bring to the classroom. Other teachers focus on more explicitly 
convincing students of the relevancy of the texts they study by choosing 
to connect through texts that feel more relevant to students’ lives.

Both of these approaches have value, and many teachers feel 
pressure to do more, both in and out of the classroom, to work on 
both areas. All this, however, places the onus of meaning-making on 
the teacher and what they are doing to or for the students instead of 
finding ways to create space for students to engage in their own quest 
for meaning and connection.

This intense pressure to constantly be doing more focuses on 
externals and prevents both students and teachers from focusing 
on how they want to be. If we want our schools to be environments 
for personal and religious growth, we need to focus on building the 
inner world in which that growth will take place. Developing a school 
culture that slows things down, encourages deeper listening, and 
provides opportunities for members of the school community to understand each other better is 
foundational to engaging in religious meaning-making. An environment in which there is trust, self-
awareness, and the comfort to be vulnerable can help foster authentic dialogue. Only in such an 
environment can content choices and pedagogy that facilitate personal connection and religious 
meaning-making take root and lead to true internalization of Torah texts and values.

How can we create learning environments where students are fully present, where both their 
hearts and minds are open to an encounter with Torah? How can we make sure that learning helps 
students build a deep personal connection with a lifestyle guided by Torah?

These questions have driven much of our work and learning as a 6-12th Judaic faculty in 

Petah Libi
Building a Culture of Open Hearts in School
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Fuchs Mizrachi over the past six years. As 
Rick Schindelheim discusses in this journal, 
we are constantly evaluating the content 
we teach in Tanakh and Gemara with an 
eye towards what may promote meaning-
making. Following much of the approach Jay 
Goldmintz articulates, we dedicated time to 
personalizing learning by asking questions 
that better elicit active meaning-making from 
students. Despite this work, we continued to 
feel that something was missing and, thanks 

to JEIC funding, we built a partnership with 
Rav Dov Singer and Yeshivat Mekor Chayim. 
From them, we learned new language and 
approaches to talk about religious and 
personal growth, embedding it within our 
school culture. We anticipate that this budding 
culture, in turn, will allow the more thoughtful 
curricular and pedagogical choices to see 
their true impact.

Connecting with Ourselves and Others 
as a Means of Connecting with God

In a recently translated article published in 
Tradition, Rav Singer presents his thesis:

To my mind, rather than exploring 
proofs for God’s existence, it is far more 
appropriate to explore ways to feel His 
presence. Instead of speaking about 
Him, we must learn to speak to Him.

 A meaningful relationship, in other 
words, stems from direct encounter and the 
experience of dialogue. Meaningful tefillah, 
therefore, cannot only include learning about 
the words and laws of tefillah but must also 
include learning how to encounter God and 
speak to Him. Similarly, meaningful Torah 
study must involve dialogue between the 
learner and the words of Torah, in which they 
bring their unique experiences, emotions and 
ideas to the learning and are open to hearing 
the new insight and perspective Torah has to 
share.

How do we teach students to truly bring 
themselves to the learning, to learn with 
an open heart? If learning how to listen and 
speak to God are the ultimate goals, Rav 
Singer claims there are two pre-conditions:

1) Connecting with Ourselves: Self-
awareness allows us to understand our 

https://traditiononline.org/service-of-god-as-a-unique-discipline/
https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/shalom_learning/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg34
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thoughts, emotions, and values, as well as 
to know how those factors influence our 
behavior. If we can’t think about and articulate 
our own emotional life, it is much harder to 
control it and build a more personal sense of 
meaning.

2) Connecting with Others: Before we can 
build an emotional relationship with a God we 
cannot see, we must learn how to talk about 
our inner world with others and be open to 
listening and learning from them. This requires 
building a trusting environment, practicing 
open and honest dialogue, and developing an 
appreciation for the different ways in which 
each of us processes and makes sense of our 
experiences.

Rav Singer’s ideas are rooted in the world 
of hasidut, in general, and Rebbe Nachman 
of Breslov in particular. At the same time, the 
importance of social and emotional learning 
has grown increasingly popular in education 
and the broader business world. As Kegan 
and Lahey argue, true learning and growth 
only occurs when people feel they can bring 
their full selves to their task and are rewarded 
for reflection, self-awareness, and the courage 
to work through challenging group dynamics 
together.

Engaging Students’ Hearts: Student 
Learning and Culture

To apply this type of work in educational 
settings, it is critical to create spaces in 
schools for students to take a step back from 
the hustle and bustle of moving from class to 
class and from one activity to another. This 
year at Fuchs Mizrachi every student has 
one forty-minute Judaic class a week that 
is dedicated to what we call Lev HaShavua 
(the heart of the week). After an introductory 
activity promoting student mindfulness and 
presence, this time generally includes two 

different components: parnasut (support, 
sustenance) and avoda pnimit (internal work). 
For parnasut, a different student each week 
is assigned the task of “sustaining” the group 
by bringing food and sharing of themselves. 
Students talk a little about their background, 
sharing something about their personal story 
that members of the class may not know. They 
then proceed to go a bit deeper by sharing a 
dilemma or reflection on something they are 
thinking about. Other students respond by 
reflecting back to the presenter, sharing what 
they heard and what resonated with them.

While they rarely struggle to figure out 
what food they want to bring for their friends, 
in the beginning we provided prompts to 
help guide what they would share. Any basic 
question that provides some insight into the 
student’s lives is valuable such as: What is 
your favorite time of the week? What type of 
music do you like listening to and why? What 
is a story you remember from when you were 
younger? For the second, deeper portion, 
students are asked to consider questions like: 
Where are you currently feeling successful 
or unsuccessful, and why? What is currently 
the most important part of your life? What are 
your plans for the future? Older students, or 
those more experienced with the process, may 
talk about religious dilemmas or dilemmas in 
relationships they have with others.

In many ways, this work is not so different 
from a well-designed advisory or social-
emotional learning session. Indeed, after our 
first semester where parnasut took up most 
of the Lev HaShavua time, most students felt 
that the sessions were having a significant 
impact on their relationship with their 
peers and teachers but were generally not 
influencing their religious lives. Nevertheless, 
we believe that the framework triggers 
religious thinking and growth because it takes 

https://store.hbr.org/product/an-everyone-culture-becoming-a-deliberately-developmental-organization/14259
https://store.hbr.org/product/an-everyone-culture-becoming-a-deliberately-developmental-organization/14259
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place within Judaic studies classes, includes 
Hebrew terms, and is explicitly presented as 
a foundation for religious connection and 
growth.

The second component of Lev HaShavua is 
the avoda pnimit—some form of introspective 
activity where students are encouraged to 
answer questions for themselves then share 
and learn from each other’s responses. 
For younger students, the deeper level of 
parnasut questions referenced earlier may 
suffice for this avoda. Sometimes, the avoda 
may be connected to an idea in the parashat 
hashavua or the time of year. For example, at 
the beginning of the year students were asked 
to consider the verse, “for this command … 
is not out of your reach … for it is very close 
to you (Deut. 30:11-14). They reflected on 
which aspects of their religious lives felt 
distant to them and which felt closer and 
more connected. What goals did they have for 
themselves for the upcoming year, and what 
makes them attainable?

Other times, the avoda may provide an 
opportunity for students to dig deeper into a 
topic that came up during regular class time. 
After learning about Rashi’s comments at the 
beginning of Exodus that highlight God’s love 
for the Jewish people, students were asked to 
reflect on the people in their lives whom they 
love unconditionally and who unconditionally 
love them. They were challenged to consider 
what it could look like if they showed 
unconditional love to someone with whom 
they struggled to get along.

Yet a third model is using the avoda to 
explore an issue on students’ minds. For 
example, seniors may be thinking about 
college or gap year decisions and need the gift 
of space created for them to reflect on their 
goals and aspirations. Underclassmen may 
have questions about the value of studying 

Tanakh or Gemara or may need to work 
through group dynamics in the grade or class. 
Engaging in these types of conversations 
in the Lev HaShavua framework moves the 
teacher away from providing direct answers 
for the students, instead facilitating students’ 
abilities to learn from each other, sit with the 
problems, and perhaps even find solutions for 
themselves.

In many ways, this approach seems 
very different from our typical model of 
meaningful religious growth for students. 
Often religiosity is defined through external 
behaviors: Is a student praying outside of 
school hours? Are they taking part in extra-
curricular Torah learning opportunities? How 
engaged do they appear when praying or 
learning? How do they dress? These behaviors 
may serve as indicators of a student’s 
religious commitment, but they may simply 
be a function of what one educator recently 
described as “groupthink frumkeit”—religiosity 
based on the expectations of the external 
environment. If we focus on only educating for 
students’ religious doing, we neglect the more 
challenging, authentic, inner work of religious 
being. To develop students’ inner connection 
to Torah and mitzvot we must sensitize them 
not only to fitting in to a religiously committed 
environment, but to what they are feeling and 
thinking internally.

Engaging Teachers’ Hearts: Faculty 
Learning and Culture

Shifting the locus of meaning-making in 
our schools to students requires teachers who 
can facilitate this work. More than providing 
training or curricular resources, teachers 
must engage in a similar process in their own 
avodat Hashem. While the faculty experience 
is certainly instrumental to buying in to the 
work with students it is also, in many ways, a 
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goal unto itself. As we have seen at Mizrachi, 
when teachers learn more about each other, 
feel comfortable sharing their successes and 
challenges, and work together to deepen their 
personal relationships with God, Torah, and 
Jewish values, the dynamic between them 
and with their students changes. As a faculty, 
we have developed a common language 
to support and challenge each other, slow 
ourselves down, recognize our own roles in 
the challenges we face with students, and 
encourage reflective thinking.

This cultural change was accomplished by 
setting aside regular time during the school 
day for faculty to engage in the same parnasa 
and avoda processes that are at the core of Lev 
HaShavua. Our faculty participated in bi-weekly 
sessions for a year before introducing Lev 
HaShavua to students. Through our parnasut 
we learned about each other’s families, what 
brought us to careers in education, and how 
different experiences in our lives shaped what 
we bring to our classrooms. Through our 
avoda, we explored topics such as how we 
enter our classes, what types of relationships 
we value with students and why, and the role 
of the Land and State of Israel in our own lives. 
These regular sessions were supplemented 
by more intensive workshops with the staff of 
Mekor Chayim on topics ranging from group 
facilitation skills to envisioning our future as 
educators.

There are so many incredible teachers 
in our schools working constantly to make 
Torah meaningful for our students. However, 
we must not focus solely on building social 
environments and learning experiences that 
promote external religious behaviors. By 
dedicating time and resources, we can create 
an environment where teachers’ and students’ 
hearts are truly open—a culture that is mindful, 

open, curious, vulnerable, and reflective. Only 
then will the Torah we teach in the classroom, 
the extracurricular opportunities, the 
relationships, and the experiential programs 
have their true desired impact—building a 
profound and lasting personal connection 
to Torah learning and a Torah lifestyle. We 
have begun to see the power of a different 
approach at Fuchs Mizrachi and invite others 
to learn together with us.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_blended/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg37
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The premise of “making” meaning in Jewish education sounds somewhat heretical, code 
for the claim that learning Torah faces an intrinsic handicap: “The words of the Torah,” goes the 
argument, “may be weighty, but they’re not quite so...relevant.  Learning, analyzing, and assessing 
exercises the brain, but ignores or stultifies the soul. And it’s a real shame, because learning Torah 
is so important. If only it were more meaningful…”

This nearly axiomatic assertion highlights an under-discussed truth in the larger conversation 
about meaning-making: We view Torah study as deficient. Our subsequent attempts to overcome 
its shortcomings spawn an array of pedagogic questions: Since on its own it’s not meaningful, 
how, then, can we enrich the experience? What can I add to the equation that will catch student 
interest, feel worthwhile, life-impacting? How can I transform that which is not, into that which is? 
What will make this “meaningful?”

Unfortunately, we are asking the wrong questions. Seemingly innocent and certainly well-
intentioned, these questions—with their underlying implication that 
studying Jewish text is not meaningful enough on its own—undermine 
Jewish learning at its core. Meaningfulness is not a bonus in Jewish 
education, it is the purpose. The central questions of the field, though, 
reinforce the assertion that our core texts don’t meet our core goals. 
If so, where have we gone wrong?

First, we accepted the viewpoint of our students. In response to 
generations of students proclaiming, “I’m not interested,” “this is 
boring,” “this is too difficult,” and “this doesn’t speak to me,” teachers 
exhibit traces of Stockholm Syndrome by adopting the same 
worldview: “Jewish text is somewhat removed from our world,” “it can 
be a little unexciting at times,” “it really is a challenge….” The questions 
we ask reveal this shift in mindset: “How do we make meaning?” 
accepts as self-evident that the meaning does not exist on its own. 
Words, as always, are important: “Relevance” has replaced “eternal;” 
“contemporary” substitutes for “timeless.”

Second—as a result—we bifurcated between skills work/text 
learning on the one hand, and soul work/meaningfulness on the other. 
A sampling of some of the many pedagogic strategies for making 
meaning highlights this dichotomy: Journal writing, God/theology 
conversations, questions designed to extract personal meaning, 
contemporary lessons, uplifting messages, and thematic learning, 
to name a few. Most strategies, unfortunately, adopt the viewpoint 
that Jewish text learning and meaning-making are in tension with 
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each other. In that thinking, text study—be it 
Written or Oral Torah—is just a step on the 
path towards what is actually meaningful and 
more important. Learning Torah became the 
handmaiden to personal exploration.

These flawed developments  in  our  
approach to meaningful learning extend 
beyond the messages we send to our 
students. It is not just the preeminence of text 
study that we undermine, it is the meaning-
making itself, for in making meaning, we 
often dilute it: Meaning becomes message, 
with the accompanying drive to derive moral 
or practical takeaways from each piece of 
learning. The unintended consequence: 
Suddenly divrei Torah on every parasha teach 
the same idea, whether it’s the centrality of 
Torah study and observance or the importance 
of treating others kindly, depending on where 
you find yourself in the stereotypical Jewish 
spectrum. Cliches abound; the Torah becomes 
a generic self-help book. As one student put 
it: “When your primary purpose for learning is 
to search for a deeper meaning, the learning 
is often surface-level and superficial.”

Third, we bought into contemporary 
definitions of meaningfulness. Grounded 
in the cultural focus on the self, inspiration 
became the metric by which meaningfulness 
is measured. The Torah needs to uplift me, 
not challenge me too much, and conform with 
what I already believe. The text, therefore, 
is “other” and to make it significant it needs 
to be more… “me”: “What does this specific 
text that I am learning right now say about 
the moment I find myself in?” “How do these 
words relate to me right here, right now?” 
These are important questions; they should be 
asked. But personalizing learning need not be 
an exercise in self-absorption. There certainly 
is a “me” in ”meaning,” but there is also God, 

nation, and community, all marginalized in our 
rush to create meaning.

All this, meaning-making has wrought. But 
it shouldn’t. As one student explained:

I reject that approach to learning 
because I don’t think everything needs 
to—or should—fit into our modern-
day perspective or satisfy our strong 
tendency to search for answers. The 
whole learning experience doesn’t need 
to be a picture-perfect, meaning-making 
ordeal.

It is for these reasons that after seventeen 
years of teaching I no longer talk about 
meaning-making. In a reversal of the first 
step listed above, I don’t make meaning with 
my students; rather, together we engage in 
something meaningful. I don’t accept that 
Torah faces a meaningfulness handicap, and 
my students and I don’t need a separate step 
to find meaning, because the medium is the 
meaning. Do we derive lessons? Personalize? 
Yes. All of that is important. But the meaning 
is the act of learning itself, the immersion into 
our texts.

The question we should ask ourselves 
as Jewish educators is not “how do we 
make meaning,” but “how do we capitalize 
on the inherent meaningfulness of Jewish 
text study?” All teachers and most students 
involved in Jewish education recognize 
implicitly that the endeavor is important, 
that the texts have significance. How, then, 
do we make that significance explicit, and 
intrinsically meaningful in the moment?

The answers depend on creating a 
classroom environment in which the premise 
that Jewish text study is meaningful develops 
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into an axiom felt by both teacher and 
students. That in walking through the doorway 
one enters a partnership dedicated towards 
meaningful acts, a partnership in which the 
student, teacher, and text all play vital roles. 
The following are two broad categories 
through which to think about the values that 
could define such a classroom:

Truth/Sanctity.
“Why does this matter?” asks a student. 

“This debate in the commentaries is 
interesting, but why is it important in the big 
picture? How does it change anything?” Often, 
there are substantive answers to provide for 
such questions. Sometimes, however, the 
answer is something like this: “Honestly, I 
don’t think this one matters so much in the 
long run. The ramifications are not significant 
enough that it really matters at all...unless you 
care about truth.”  Truth matters. Many of our 
great medieval commentators speak of the 
religious obligation to discover the Truth when 
studying Torah, so that learning, analyzing, 
and assessing are not merely intellectual 
gymnastics or even exciting puzzle-solving, 
but a meaningful quest. As one student 
explained: “It is meaningful because we 
translate each part and actually understand 
what it is saying as opposed to praying, when I 
usually don’t understand a single word.”

That pursuit of truth can be in the context 
of understanding devar Hashem—the word 
of God—or in the context of comprehending 
the sacred text of our people, but in either 
formulation, the text is meaningful. If the 
text is meaningful, then engaging with it, 
learning it, being challenged and stumped by 
it is meaningful as well. If the text is a vehicle 
to sanctity, an encounter with the sacred, 
then truth—understanding it on its terms, 

not mine—matters. “How can we convince 
students that Truth matters?” “How can our 
students make room in our partnerships for 
a fourth member—sanctity?” “How do we 
create learning environments in which each 
step of the process feels like part of a larger 
meaningful whole?” should be the questions 
occupying Jewish educators.

Connection
If conventional wisdom narrows the 

focus of meaningfulness to “me,” Jewish 
learning helps expand the lens to something 
larger than the individual. Hevruta learning, 
whole class discussion, and investigation of 
commentaries—our very modes of learning—
proclaim to our students, “you can’t do this 
alone.” Nobody can master Jewish texts on 
their own. More importantly, nobody has 
to. Learning Torah is the vehicle of Jewish 
connection, not just to our peers, to our 
teachers, and to complete strangers, but to 
our ancestors.

As one student put it:

Learning Jewish text is intrinsically 
meaningful. It is meaningful to study 
texts that have been studied for 
generations upon generations and by my 
own family and people.

In the words of another:

It’s meaningful to me because it’s the 
history of the Jewish people. The fact 
that it’s a text that has been passed down 
for so long... is a part of being Jewish. 
When I’ve learned Talmud...I get to see 
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how the Rabbis build off of each other. I 
find that the sense of community makes 
it meaningful.

Another student explains:

Learning Jewish texts is meaningful to 
me because it gives me an opportunity 
to connect with my ancestors ... As I 
learn Torah, I get to learn more about the 
struggles and triumphs of my ancestors.  
It is meaningful to me because I get to 
know what my ancestors were thinking, 
feeling and what they did in their lives, 
and because of this I feel like I can 
connect with my history and religion on 
a deeper level.

“How can Jewish text become more than 
words on a page”’ is a question we should be 
asking. “How can we make learning feel as if 
Rashi is on one side of us and Rashbam on the 
other, that we are joining their family?” “How 
can I touch the Humash and feel a hyperlink 
to Moshe Rabbeinu?”

Learning Jewish text is a process, an 
immersion, a struggle. In a modern world 
focused on convenience, self, and packaged 
inspiration, such a process can feel 
oppressive, counter-intuitive, even pointless. 
Yet it is that step-by-step task which we as 
Jewish educators should lean into to discover 
meaning with our students. One formerly 
disenchanted student, who had viewed the 
study of Jewish text with frustration and 
distaste, as something that could only be 
done passively “waiting until their meaning 
and relevance appeared out of thin air” 
explains that the experience of learning in 

the environment described above changed 
everything:

...the part that I found so meaningful was 
indeed what infuriated—the absence 
of that magical, easy, direct path to 
discovery. It's a process, and in a world 
and era where information is something 
that seldom needs seeking out, I believe 
it is a process that is sorely needed by 
all.

At the end of the day, the greatest tool in 
the challenge of meaningful Torah learning 
is the text itself. To maximize it, we need to 
ask different questions. We can begin by 
challenging the accepted wisdom that the 
most meaningful part of Jewish education is 
somehow separate from its most important 
part: text study. Indeed, those texts have the 
power to overcome modern emphasis on the 
self by linking Jews across the world and 
throughout time.

As one student eloquently stated:

By committing one's self to learning 
Jewish text, one is inherently immersed 
into an ancient world of religious 
philosophy. The depth of analysis 
required to understand such a world 
astounds me. In today's modern world, I 
find it amazing that such an old text has 
the power to enrich my life.
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The arguments have been made through the ages, often with refrains such as: “Why do we 
need to learn this?” “I’m never going to use this when I grow up so why do I need to remember it?” 
And “Will this be on the test?” Such questions underscore how students often see their education 
as irrelevant, as facts and concepts that they must try to master only for the purpose of passing 
a test or satisfying an assignment’s requirements, and then, after the due date has passed, those 
facts and concepts can dissipate as their purpose no longer exists.

Perhaps for as long as these questions have been asked, educators 
have sought to respond with a thoughtful reckoning of what we 
choose to teach, why we teach it, and what we hope to inspire through 
our lessons. These questions are the spurs that have helped elevate 
education, inspiring teachers to think differently and to come to terms 
with what we prioritize in our curricula. Invested with a sense of 
responsibility and trust from our students and families, we know that 
we need to hearken to the essential and intrinsic components of the 
learning process that authentically keep us wondering and learning 
throughout our lives: the joy of inquiry, exploration, and discovery 
which lead to learning that is meaningful and enduring.

Making meaning is a process we engage with in all of our 
experiences; it is a quintessential human enterprise. We seek to make 
meaning of our successes, our failures, our gains, and our losses. 
Making meaning is how we make sense of our world and catalogue and 
synthesize our experiences in a manner that allows them to shape our 
identities, our thinking, our outlook, and our goals. To make meaning 
of their educational experience is something students naturally seek. 
In finding the meaning, learners will engage more deeply, and they 
will secure their learning in a way that will shape them, guide them 
forward, and become a component of their evolving selves. Helping our students find, or more 
accurately, make meaning of their learning is not a special feature of a good lesson; rather, it is the 
foundation of any effective and enduring lesson.

There are multiple pathways to meaning in education. When teachers create access to these 
pathways as the framework of their lessons, students can see their learning as personally relevant, 
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purposeful, applicable, impactful, and 
empowering. And their new understanding will 
endure far beyond the end of the unit. In this 
article I will explore four of those pathways.

1. Learning That is Personal and 
Relevant

Our children are part of a chain of 
humanity that has engaged in questioning 
and discovery. Helping them to recognize 
and identify their part in this chain and, at the 
same time, seizing on the connections of their 
own experiences with their studies can help 
students connect with the material and bring 
more of themselves into their learning.

When our students study ancient 
civilizations, for instance, they ponder the point 
of the study of the faraway past. Together with 
their teachers, they contemplate the universal 
questions of humanity that have transcended 
time, guiding our thinking and action since 
the very earliest of civilizations. Humankind 
has always wondered about the origins of the 
universe, the meaning of life, the most effective 
form of leadership, the innovations just on the 
horizon, and, of course, what happens after 
we die. As they try to understand how people 
in the past answered these questions, the 
students study a wide range of topics, often 
intersecting with their own personal interests, 
and then contemplate how these questions 
are answered in our lives today. Further, these 
questions can connect them with the subjects 
they examine in their prayer and their study of 
Jewish texts and values.

In tefillah and Judaic studies, we can 
engage our students by offering entry points 

to seeing the relevance in their own lives—
not by telling our children why it should matter 
to them, but by creating opportunities for 
students to make their own meaning—an 
individualized process that will lead to different 
meaning and connection for each learner. 
Offering traditional prayer options as well as 
“elective” options that provide a space for 
students to study larger theological questions 
about the interplay of faith and doubt, the 
purpose and audience of tefillah, and the 
sense of and relationship with God can allow 
students to find meaning in tefillah service, 
a time that is so often and so unfortunately 
a time when they struggle to find personal 
relevance. Further, in our Tanakh and Torah 
She`be`al Peh studies, we can help students 
see the relevance of their learning and find 
meaning in it by encouraging them to not only 
understand the texts and its commentaries, but 
also to offer their own questions and insights. 
Students can engage in the discourse of the 
commentaries as engaged participants in the 
exciting tradition of intellectual and spiritual 
scholarship that forms the chain that they will 
help link into the future.

2. Learning That is Purposeful and 
Applicable

When students appreciate how their 
learning can matter to them, how it can relate 
to their lives far beyond the classroom in 
a way that they believe is meaningful, the 
learning becomes an intrinsic and internal act 
of engagement and not an effort by external 
forces to “get” them to master material. 
Our students have been working with the 
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Pedagogy of Partnership to inspire more 
effective connection and communication 
between students, their study partner/hevruta, 
and the texts. Recently, as the class was 
working through a protocol to scaffold better 
communication, a student experienced an 
“Aha” moment and shared: “This is not just for 
this class; we can use this in our whole lives!” 
Exactly. They were learning something that 
they could use in all their interactions; it was 
surely purposeful and it would serve them 
long after they completed the course. When 
teachers structure the way they teach and 
the opportunities for learning in a manner that 
allows students to see purpose and reason for 
their learning, they don’t have to try to lure the 
students to learning; the students will often 
actively seek it out.

3. Learning That is Impactful
When we are inspired by a mission we 

care about, a cause we can advance, and an 
impact we can exert, we garner our energies 
and our efforts with greater dedication, care, 
and commitment. That is true for students 
as well. They are more likely to devote 
attention to the quality of their work and each 
stage of their process when they know that 
their learning can have an authentic and 
meaningful impact and can reach a broader 
audience. Teachers can design lessons and 
projects that inspire students to pursue causes 
they care about and to translate their learning 
into action. In our school’s Scholars Forum 
program, students engage in a different study 
of contemporary issues each year with a goal 
of culminating their studies with a specific 

deliverable that can have a positive influence 
in their world, engaging with related Judaic 
texts and actions to reflect their commitment 
to tikkun olam. For instance, students studied 
civil rights and social justice in our country 
as well as Jewish texts connected to this 
historical and present-day context. They then 
researched specific sites in our area that 
are connected to our nation’s civil rights and 
social justice efforts to create a visitor's guide 
to students who may come to Washington, 
DC as part of a school trip. In another year, 
students examined the issues of water equity 

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_parsha/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg44
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and access on a local, national, and global 
level. To help educate and inspire others, 
students created case studies of examples 
in our country where communities have been 
impacted by limited access to potable water 
as well as initiatives by organizations to 
address people’s water needs. This year, we 
are studying the census, with a focus on what 
it means to be counted in the Jewish tradition 
and in our American history. Students then 
take their study of the history and significance 
of the census to consider other ways they 
can make their voices count today—even 
as middle school students. Each cohort of 
students will choose a cause they care about 
and coordinate an action to advance a positive 
impact in their community—their school, their 
local community, and their broader world.

4. Learning That is Empowering
Choice is empowering. When students 

have the opportunity to choose what to 
research, what to focus on, what to write about, 
and what to create—all within parameters 
for their courses—they invest more deeply 
and personally. Choice paves the way for 
meaning-making as it optimizes the individual 
nature of making meaning. We cannot compel 
students to see the meaning we believe a 
given subject carries, but since relevance, 
purpose, and impact are often personally and 
individually defined, choice is an essential 
element of promoting meaning-making in our 
schools. We can foster choice by encouraging 
students to decide what specific topic they wish 
to study under the umbrella of their broader 
history unit, to choose the pesukim or subject 
they wish to delve into and to craft their own 
dvar Torah or project to illuminate the texts, or 

to choose from a variety of essay or project 
options to explore the themes of a work of 
literature and to bring its message to bear on 
our own lives. Students engage more deeply 
when they have chosen their own course and 
direct it. The standards for analysis, writing, 
and skill development can remain consistent; 
the subjects that students research and 
develop can vary to seize on the personal 
interests and passions of the students. 

The Why
Simon Sinek helped us all rethink 

our initiatives, our companies, and our 
enterprises, by asking us to start with asking 
and exploring our “why.” Knowing our “why” 
will help us determine the “what” and “how.” 
As educators, our “why” is rather lofty and 
broad: We wish to inspire our students to think 
on their own and to see the joy of learning as 
a life-long adventure. We hope we can help 
cultivate caring and engaged citizens. We 
aspire not simply to fill minds with facts but 
to open minds to the great wonders of our 
world and to fuel the spirit with curiosity and 
zeal. As teachers, we may bring our personal 
excitement, our expertise, our wealth of 
knowledge, and our greatest intentions to this 
effort. But we don’t hold the reins of meaning-
making; we simply hold the keys to its gates. 
We need to create space and opportunities 
for our students to make their own meaning 
in their individual ways. We need to encourage 
our students to find and pursue their own 
“why” in their education. When they find their 
“why,” they will find their meaning and their 
learning will not just expand their minds, it will 
deepen and inspire their souls.
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Girsa de-Yankuta
The Building Block of Meaningful Learning
Nili Isenberg

It is well known that the young mind is especially attuned to absorbing copious amounts of 
knowledge and learning skills that will last a lifetime. Skills like riding a bicycle or swimming are 
not readily forgotten. Furthermore, if a child is receptive, they will learn skills like playing the piano 
much more readily than an adult and will be likely to retain those skills well into adulthood. Rashi, 
in a comment on Talmud Bavli Shabbat 21b, identifies this as girsa de-yankuta.

The value of girsa de-yankuta adds a new twist to the search for meaning. What does meaning-
making look like for younger students? At what age should the search for personal meaning be 
encouraged more seriously, and what should be done in the younger years to prepare students to 
be able to explore meaning-making as they grow?

There is also a practical question. Students, after all, need to be motivated in order to learn. 
Many educators thus put the emphasis on having fun, feeling involved, and experiencing joy in 
Jewish life. While that emphasis has immediate benefits, we also want students to graduate with 
a commitment to Jewish life that includes specific skills. Students ages five through thirteen going 
through Erik Erikson’s “age of industry” stage will especially relish learning and showing mastery 
of skills. A strong foundation in skills keeps students grounded later in life, when they experience 
a time of rebellion, and prepares them for adulthood, when they 
will have a real-life need for those skills in making meaning. 
Having skills intensifies their Jewish identity, encourages them 
to participate more fully and confidently in Jewish communal 
life, and may bring deeper meaning to their adult lives. Their 
participation in Jewish life is not simply as an audience member 
in a performance, but as a skillful participant and future leader. 
As such, educators must be ever attentive and responsive to 
the balance of knowledge and skill building (keva) in relation to 
meaning-making (kavanna) in their programs for the younger 
grades.

At Pressman Academy, an early childhood through 8th grade 
Solomon Schechter day school in Los Angeles, we believe that 
a rigorous commitment to skill-building and a carefully crafted 
scope and sequence together with benchmarks and assessments 
are essential to achieving these goals in the younger grades. 
Our focus on developing Hebrew language, Judaic studies, and 
tefillah provides students with the essential skills of solid girsa 
de-yankuta. These should then be reinforced with celebration, 
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articulation, and opportunities to process 
the value of these skills in the transitional 
years between elementary and secondary 
education.

Hebrew Language
Proficiency with Hebrew is an essential 

element of Jewish identity. Hebrew is critical 
in opening doors to participation in daily 
Jewish life, and allows students to access 
our texts, our ancient culture, and our modern 
sovereign Jewish State of Israel in all its 
complexity. Moreover, as the language of 
the Jewish people, Hebrew allows students 
to connect, communicate, and function with 
Jews from diverse places and times.

An immersive approach to Hebrew 
language learning can begin at the youngest 
ages. The research on language immersion 
has consistently shown that young learners, 
ages three to five, who are exposed to a 
second language demonstrate enhanced 
intellectual prowess and general academic 
growth. From this foundation, students will 
be positioned to gain a more meaningful and 
powerful Jewish and general education.

As students continue their Hebrew 
education in the elementary school years, they 
should study in Hebrew with consistency. 
Students can acquire new vocabulary about 
the immediate environment, including 
everyday words related to themselves, 
the classroom, their families, and their 
homes, extending to the rest of the world 
around them as they mature. Lessons can 
utilize multiple intelligences such as art, 
movement, cooking, baking, and music. 
In fourth and fifth grades, instruction can 
continue to deepen with authentic materials.

With these skills in hand in the older 
grades, students will realize that their 
Hebrew skills are not elements of an 

isolated discipline but are essential to living 
an informed and integrated Jewish life. 
They allow students to explore the world 
authentically, through primary sources and 
personal connections with Jews around the 
world, and to engage with issues in Jewish 
life with genuine depth and complexity.

Judaic Studies
Skill-building in Judaic studies, as in other 

areas, means careful attention to scope and 
sequence in the various subjects. We can 
begin building Jewish life skills in the youngest 
ages with the celebration of the rituals of daily 
Jewish life, Shabbat, and Holidays. These 
skills can then be developed with further 
attention to the details of halakha, Jewish law, 
as students revisit their learning year after 
year in an organic and systematic way. As 
with other skills, repetition and practice are of 
vital importance to the goals of retention and 
independent performance. The school should 
also provide opportunities for the entire family 
to join with the community in developing skills 
and performing rituals.

Students should begin the study of Tanakh 
by developing familiarity and understanding 
of basic Biblical stories and personalities, 
alongside a regular practice of engagement 
with parashat hashavua, the weekly Torah 
portion. The youngest grades can begin 
learning about creation, and older students can 
move on to an appreciation of the stories of 
the avot (patriarchs) and imahot (matriarchs), 
and finally gain a deeper familiarity with the 
story of slavery and the Exodus, the giving of 
the law at Sinai, and the construction of the 
Mishkan (Tabernacle).

Recognition of these major Torah narratives 
and the skills of Hebrew deciphering and 
reading comprehension that correspond 
to such study, are central to becoming an 
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observant and inquisitive reader of the entire 
corpus of Jewish texts at any age. As students 
mature, they are able to understand the 
nuances of parshanut, classical commentary, 
and develop their own opinions and 
approaches to the big ideas found in the text. 
Students thus gain direct access to the vast 
integrated network of Torah learning and join 
their voices in the meaningful conversation of 
what the texts can mean to us today.

Tefillah
Finally, the development of skill in the 

realm of tefillah should complement the 
Hebrew language and Judaic Studies skills. 
A depth of meaning is brought to our prayers 
by familiarity with the evolving Hebrew 
language and recognition of the origins of our 
liturgical words within the corpus of Jewish 
texts. In tefillah, we are regularly challenged in 
balancing skill-building routine and meaning-
making, however, for younger students, we 
find that careful and consistent repetition is 
central to building the skills necessary for 
the reading and recitation of our prayers with 
fluency. We would not choose to sacrifice 
that skill for more meaning-making in the 
younger grades, but we do find that having fun 
and experiencing joy are a natural outgrowth 
of giving students the proper tools for 
accomplishing these central tasks of Jewish 
expression. As they mature, participation in 
tefillah becomes increasingly meaningful 
and students will have the tools to engage in 
tefillah wherever they go and become leaders 
in their communities.

Transitions in the Tween and Teen Years
With these skills in hand, students can be 

confident participants in Jewish life even if 
they end their formal Jewish education before 
high school. We hope, of course, that they will 

continue to be lifelong learners of Torah, with 
the basic doors now opened for their learning.

How and when are the skills acquired at 
a young age translated into a desire to live 
a meaningful Jewish life? The time for this 
process to happen will come during the tween 
and teen years of later elementary school, 
when students become more independent and 
are increasingly invested in the development 
of their own individual identity. At this time, 
some students will begin to actively question 
or even rebel against their education. At 
this critical juncture, typically between fifth 
through eighth grades, teachers should 
celebrate, articulate, and give opportunities to 
process how skills are a vital key to opening 
opportunities for depth of learning that would 
otherwise be unavailable. Skills provide 
students the power to make their own choices 
and make their own meaning in an informed 
way.

The act of celebrating skills privately as 
well as with public audiences encourages 
students, gives them social support and 
a sense of belonging, and helps them 
understand the real-world application of 
their education. As students mature, they 
should be challenged to practice skills in 
novel and increasingly complex situations. 
For example, a student of Hebrew could be 
ready to tackle current events involving the 
complexities of Israel and share their learning 
and questions with an audience through 
writing or debate. A student of Judaics could 
be empowered by sharing their knowledge 
with younger students, family, and friends, 
or even in cultural exchanges with students 
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from other backgrounds. A student who has 
prepared for their bar or bat mitzvah should 
be given opportunities to join and lead an 
adult minyan. Students who have the proper 
skills to participate in these opportunities will 
have a new understanding of the value of their 
education.

At this age, teachers should also cultivate 
opportunities for students to have meaningful 
conversations with adults who can articulate 
how Jewish knowledge is valuable to them. 
Teachers should draw from their own school 
families and alumni to bring in compelling 
adult role models who can share examples 
of their own real-life experiences of how 
Hebrew and Judaics have been a part of 
their lives, acknowledging both successes 
and struggles. Hearing about these journeys 
can change an abstract study and youthful 
practice into something more relevant. For 
example, students may study about and be 
skilled in the practice of prayer, but hearing 
from an adult for whom prayer is meaningful 
can help them imagine the possibilities that 
are yet beyond their abilities.

Finally, students should have opportunities 
to process these experiences and explore 
their own reflections, questions, and beliefs 
with the guidance of their teachers and in the 
supportive presence and witnessing of peers. 
As their skills in speaking, writing, and critical 
thinking mature alongside their skills and 
knowledge of Hebrew and Judaic Studies, 
students will have a growing toolbox to apply 
their learning inward, through discussion, 
journaling, creative expression, and honest 
self-assessment. Students should always be 

encouraged to have opinions, to speak up, 
question, and debate, and as a result, become 
active and engaged Jewish citizens. Armed 
with skills from their girsa de-yankuta, students 
will have or will be able to find answers and will 
be able to pose more sophisticated questions 
as they explore and define their own Jewish 
identity.

Conclusions
Devoting time to building essential skills 

and reflecting upon the value of these skills 
requires making difficult decisions about what 
to include and exclude from an already over-
taxed dual curriculum. A school should be 
careful about setting appropriate goals that 
are sensitive to the needs and aspirations of 
the families enrolled and strive to balance  the 
general tendencies of the community either 
toward keva or kavanna.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_catalog/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg49
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The Art of Meaning-Making
Daniel Rose

We are meaning-seeking animals. It is what makes us unique. To be 
human is to ask the question, Why?

Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks

A single moment can retroactively flood an entire life with meaning.
Viktor Frankl

Viktor Frankl, the renowned psychiatrist and Holocaust survivor, 
founded the logotherapy school of psychotherapy which suggests 
that a search for a life of meaning is the central human motivational 
force. Meaning-making is the process by which people interpret and 
find meaning in situations, events, and experiences in their lives, as 
well as in relationships and in their own sense of self. The pursuit of 
meaning is the most human of quests.

This paper explores the roles of educational institutions and 
educational practitioners as providing opportunities for learning how 
to make meaning. I will argue that social structures (family, school, 
camp) serve to acculturate students into meaning systems, enabling young people to participate 
in the prevailing social norms of the community or society. Role modeling plays a central role in 
the process of making meaning by encouraging students to pursue not only the values of the 
culture, but the process of finding meaning as well.

Role Modeling
Educational institutions have an important part to play in the process of socialization, which 

can be defined as the manner in which specific convictions, notions, beliefs, practices, values, 
and norms are transmitted to future generations. Transmission happens primarily through the 
observation of and in conversation with significant others, such as parents and other family 
members, teachers, youth workers/counselors, and sometimes also peers. This exposure enables 
young people to participate in the prevailing social norms of the community or society.

Significant others, functioning as role models, provide a social immersion into the values of the 
community, demonstrating that they can be lived in a real and practical way. Sociologist Peter Berger 
coined the term “plausibility structures” to describe how this works. Belief systems are inherently 
socially constructed and socially maintained, so that the plausibility of a belief is dependent on 
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the social support this belief receives. When a 
young person, or in fact someone of any age, 
participates in social networks of individuals 
who share certain beliefs, those beliefs 
become plausible. The role models in these 
social networks provide opportunities for the 
observation and emulation of behavior as an 
expression of values and beliefs. For example, 
someone raised in a religious home will likely 
hear God-talk with some frequency and will be 
open to the idea that God exists and plays a 
role in his or her life. He or she will perceive as 
natural the notion that there are obligations 
imposed on us by a Higher authority—a 
concept which will sound foreign to someone 
raised in a staunchly atheist home. Similarly, 
someone raised in a home with strong family 
history will relate to the past and his or her 
identity very differently than someone raised 
in a home lacking a deep family tradition.

The plausibility structures created by role 
models who are grappling with meaning-
making in their own lives, and find a way to 
share this, model not only a specific journey 
of meaning-making, but the process itself, 
empowering observers to embark on the 
process as well. Role models for meaning-
making can function as both inspirational role 
models—inspiring the process, and practical 
role models—demonstrating the how of 
meaning-making.

An Inspirational and Practical Role 
Model

In 2010, Rabbi Jonathan Sacks received 
the Abraham Kuyper Prize for Excellence 
in Reformed Theology and Public Life from 
Princeton Theological Seminary, awarded 
to scholars who have made significant 
contributions to Dutch neo-Calvinist theology. 
In a 2018 interview, he remembers asking 
his wife Elaine, “What is this for? What does 

Hashem want from me with this?” Two years 
later he felt that he had his answer. The 
Dutch parliament banned shechita and the 
small Dutch Jewish community asked him to 
address the Dutch parliament with a defense. 
Abraham Kuyper was the Dutch Prime Minister 
at the turn of the twentieth century, and a neo-
Calvinist theologian, and Rabbi Sacks had his 
calling card. Rabbi Sacks began his address 
“You may be wondering what a British 
Parliamentarian is doing addressing the 
Dutch parliament, but I may be the only rabbi 
who has received a prize for his contributions 
to Dutch neo-Calvinist theology!”

This is but one of many examples when 
Rabbi Sacks shared the meaning he found 
in events that happened in his life. The 
essential question he would ask himself, 
and encourage others to ask, is “what am 
I being called on to do given that this has 
happened?” With this question the search for 
meaning begins, and Rabbi Sacks modeled 
the process on numerous occasions when he 
shared examples from his life in his writings 
and speeches.

Rabbi Sacks was a personal role model for 
meaning-making for myself and many others. 
He modeled for those who were lucky enough 
to have a personal relationship with him, but 
he also had an impact on many others through 
the stories he told, sharing with the world the 
way he made sense of his own life. This can 
be profoundly impactful, but I would argue the 
more access granted to the educator, and the 
more personal and intimate the relationship 
between educator and student, the more 
powerful the impact of the role modeling 
will be. We need to expose our students to 
role models like Rabbi Sacks, but even more 
importantly, we need to allow them access 
to ourselves, modeling how we navigate 
meaning-making and living a religious life.
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Takeaways for the Jewish Educator
What does this mean for the educator? I believe it means sharing more than the educator 

may have previously been trained to do or was comfortable doing. It means having the courage 
to open up and be vulnerable in front of students, sharing the meaning he or she has found, 
and sometimes struggles to find, in his or her own personal religious journey. This includes an 
aspect of transparency, revealing the process of seeking that meaning, including dealing with 
setbacks and obstacles. Sometimes this will happen through the educator’s participation in the 
discussion with students in a more formal context, and sometimes there will be opportunities for 
more informal conversations with students, where the educator’s religious outlook and personal 
meaning-making is shared in an organic and impactful way. These conversations are often the 
ones that last longest in the minds of the student; finding opportunities for them should be a 
priority.

In the oft-quoted words of A.J. Heschel, “What we need more than anything else is not textbooks, 
but textpeople. It is the personality of the teacher which is the text that the pupils read: the text that 
they will never forget.” Watching the educator living their Judaism, modeling the meaning-making 
they have achieved, will inspire and demonstrate the possibilities for meaning-making open to our 
students.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/masa/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg52
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When my eldest child was in kindergarten, his teacher asked the 
class what seemed like a question with an obvious answer based 
on a chart that was hanging on the wall of the classroom. Most 
people who thought about the question would have answered in a 
very specific way. But my son gave a different answer. The teacher 
was confused by the answer since she clearly had something else 
in mind. However, instead of jumping in and saying that he was 
wrong, she took a moment to take a closer look at the chart and 
realized that his answer was in fact correct if you looked at things 
from a different perspective. In that moment, this teacher had to 
choose between teaching my child how to “draw within the coloring 
book lines” or how to “create his own coloring book.” Thankfully this 
master teacher chose the latter path.

The Challenge
Helping children create meaning in the context of a Jewish day 

school is complex. On the one hand, we have a tradition, one which 
we hope our children will grab hold of firmly and pass on to the next 
generation. But at the same time, if we expect them to continue 
living this beautiful tradition, children need to assimilate this tradition into their own framework of 
meaning—and the stronger the tradition, the greater the challenge.

Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner, in Teaching as a Subversive Activity, suggest that 
making meaning needs to happen with no superimposed limitations. How, as Jewish educators 
who value tradition, can we ever teach Judaism so that our children can truly make personal 
meaning of it? However broad the teacher’s ideology, Judaism has boundaries.

Providing the Context
Throughout Jewish history, our nation has lived amongst the other nations of the world. The 

influences of those nations have impacted language, dress, architecture, and yes, the context in 
which we make meaning. Meaning-making always happens within a context. As an individual 
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reflectively tries to process new content s/
he draws upon past experiences and prior 
knowledge. The outside influences on this 
individual provide a context in which s/he will 
experience his or her Jewish journey. New 
knowledge and experience are integrated into 
old frameworks wherein small incremental 
changes are made. Meaning-making is a 
constant and active process. When something 
challenges a child’s current understanding, the 
child must go through a process of negotiation 
in evaluating past assumptions. The story 
of Yaakov purchasing Esav’s birthright will 
be understood very differently when learned 
initially at the age of five than when revisited 
at the ages of fourteen or eighteen.

Different schools with varying ideologies 
will establish their own Jewish contextual 
framework from which a child draws upon 
when making meaning out of new experiences 
and being exposed to new texts, and the 
repeated exercise of meaning-making will 
acculturate the students to what the meaning-
making looks like within that school’s context.  
All of this relies on educators, like my son’s 
teacher, who are open to looking beyond the 
expected answer and allowing each individual 
child’s voice to be heard and encouraged, 
while still being grounded in our tradition.

Role Models
Meaning-making is something that 

happens internally, but is based upon external 
environmental influences. The role of the 
educator is to help establish a foundation 
upon which the structures of meaning will be 
built. What foundation are we laying so that a 

child can continue to grow and develop while 
maintaining a connection to our tradition? The 
strongest foundations are those built through 
connection. Individual bricks can topple 
over but when these bricks are connected 
by the mortar of relationships, they are hard 
to dislodge. It is not sufficient to simply lay 
a foundation of texts and knowledge. Rather, 
role models who care deeply for their students 
and who build strong and lasting relationships 
with our children, help the students tie 
together the ideas and information of which 
they try to make sense. Authentic role models 
who embody the school’s values implicitly 
set the boundaries described in the previous 
section, while explicitly modeling the personal 
exploration of meaning.

A Culture of Inquiry
As the educators actively expose their 

students to experiences and ideas within 
the context of a safe and acceptable space, 
students will be able to openly grapple with 
difficult conversations. One of the most 
impactful teachers in my own life was a 
teacher who did not shy away from my 
“subversive” questions regarding Tanakh, but 
rather discussed them head on and made sure 
I knew that these questions were welcome 
in his class because they were important. 
A space for the discussion, a platform for 
sharing our thoughts and differing viewpoints, 
enabled us as students to contend with 
competing ideas and make sense of what we 
were experiencing. Of course, to truly create 
a culture of openness to questioning and 
exploration of individualized meaning, the 
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modeling should extend to the entire teaching 
staff, not just those teaching Jewish studies.

When discussing Universal Design for 
Learning, David Rose and Anne Meyer say 
that what we should be doing in education 
is having “teachers support learning rather 
than impart knowledge; students construct 
knowledge rather than passively receive it.” 
As educators, we provide the foundation 
and scaffolding upon which each individual 
student’s meaning structure will continue to 
be built—and as Jewish educators it is mission 
critical for providing the environment in which 
students can grow into young adults who 
deeply and authentically find their tradition 
meaningful. Educators can teach students 
how to engage with ideas that may be counter 
to their current mode of thinking rather than 
simply rejecting those ideas out-of-hand, 
and they can help students learn to engage 
in civil discourse. This will help the students 
learn basic skills to be able to construct 
and reconstruct meaning through life-long 
learning. It is a teacher’s responsibility to 
provide the space and environment that 
allows students to construct meaning, and it 
is equally the teacher’s responsibility to help 
their students build the strength to stand up 
to others when their ideas are under fire.

By creating a culture of inquiry, complete 
with the safety to ask hard questions and 
explore non-traditional meaning, we enable 
our students to make Judaism their own, so 
that each student can leave our campuses 
with a personal relationship with God and a 
foundation upon which they can then continue 
to build and grow throughout their lives. The 

teachers, as builders of that culture and the 
models for it, are the critical ingredient in 
this equation. They can be trained to do this 
intentionally and explicitly while serving as 
role models of the self-restraint necessary to 
ensure that the norms and standards of the 
community are not breached in the process.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_pesach/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg55
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“Why are we learning this?” At times, this is a most invigorating 
question. What is more energizing than an invitation from an 
inquisitive student to passionately articulate the compelling reasons 
we are studying a particular text or idea? At other times, however, 
the same question from the same student brings a pit of anxiety 
to my stomach. In the second scenario, I do not have compelling 
reasons to passionately articulate. Responding, “Because I taught it 
last year and already have a worksheet on this,” or “Because it’s the 
next sugya/chapter,” will not satisfy students and should not satisfy 
educators.

The question becomes sharper when we consider the vastness 
of Torah knowledge available to learn and the miniscule fraction 
of which we can address within the confines of a typical K-12 day 
school setting. Consequently, for everything we choose to study with 
our students, we are, by necessity, choosing not to study something 
else within that time. If we spend the first three months of the year on the first three chapters of 
Exodus, for example, then we are leaving ourselves with six months to study the remaining thirty-
seven. Is this a problem per se? Not necessarily. However, if our students are going to miss out on 
a meaningful analysis of the revelation at Sinai, the sin of the Golden Calf, and the experience of 
God’s presence resting amidst Israel then that should at least be the result of purposeful planning 
and prioritizing, not the arbitrary consequence of being found later in the book.

Making choices about what to leave out of our lessons and curricula can be a vexing and 
overwhelming process. I propose a framework which can help Jewish educators make those 
challenging decisions about what content to include in our teaching and what to—even if 
regrettably—leave out. In order to establish this framework, let us return to our hypothetical student 
who wants to know, “why are we learning this,” and the compelling reasons we can passionately 
articulate in response, which I believe fall into three categories.

The first category in the framework is content that enables continued learning and participation 
in the discourse around traditional Jewish ideas. This includes basic Hebrew reading skills, 
vocabulary, and what we may call “Jewish literacy.” The second category is content that promotes 
genuine introspection and self-improvement (both spiritual-religious growth and character 
development). The third category is content that makes a compelling case in support of the 
school’s (or community’s) Jewish worldview. On account of their potential to inspire authentic, 
positive changes in the attitudes and behaviors of students, it is the latter two categories that fall 
under the rubric of “meaningful Jewish learning.”

Let us explore specific examples of how this paradigm can be applied to the process of 
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selecting (and rejecting) texts and topics for 
study within the subjects of Tanakh, Talmud, 
and Jewish history. Our examples will focus 
on the latter two factors of the framework: 
content that enables personal growth and 
content that explicates our worldview.

Tanakh
“In eleventh grade we do Genesis.” But what 

does it mean to “do Genesis'' or “Exodus” or 
“Kings” or “Esther?” Each of these books have 
more text written in and about them than any 
student can possibly read in a year or more. 
How can filtering for personal or philosophical 
meaning aid us in the process of choosing 
Tanakh content?

For many of those eleventh graders with 
whom I “do Genesis,” one of the lessons they 
find most engaging is Rabbi Soloveitchik’s 
treatment of the duality of “Adam I and 
Adam II” in The Lonely Man of Faith. This 
study is a quintessential example of content 
that articulates our school’s worldview. R. 
Soloveitchik’s articulation speaks to students 
because it makes such a compelling case for 
what we, as a Modern Orthodox school and 
community, stand for. We have been telling 
our students implicitly and explicitly, for years, 
that we believe in the ideal of engagement in 
worldly matters moderated by an ultimate 
submission to the will of the Almighty. In this 
instance, meaningful learning is less about 
promoting change in the behavioral sense 
and more about promoting understanding, 
confidence, and pride about what we believe 
in. Who could be a better advocate for this 
worldview than “The Rav” himself?

At the same time, Tanakh study is certainly 
rich with opportunities for personal growth. In 
Deuteronomy, for example, we are privy to a 
long series of ethical sermons from Moses. 

His lessons aim to prepare us for maintaining 
our connection with God in the absence of 
His daily miracles and messengers. While 
dealing with the stresses of everyday life, 
this is a message with clear parallels to high 
school seniors preparing for life beyond 
their day school experience. Moses urges 
us to make Torah study, the Shema, and love 
of God part of our daily lives. He warns us 
not to become arrogant in our success or 
spiritually complacent, lest we forget God. He 
reminds us to find meaning in our suffering 
by making sure to care for others who suffer. 
He emphasizes the spiritual superiority of the 
land of Israel. The list goes on. Each of these 
topics, if studied actively and reflectively, can 
have a profoundly positive effect on a student’s 
religious experience. However, if we begin 
teaching Deuteronomy from the beginning 
of the book we can easily find ourselves 
caught up in the challenges presented by the 
discrepancies in Deuteronomy’s versions of 
the stories that were already taught in previous 
books. Dealing with these comparisons is 
interesting and important, but if our goal is 
the type of learning that changes hearts and 
minds, we may want to spend more time on 
other topics in the book.

A meaning-focused study of the later 
prophets also necessitates a selective 
approach. By choosing certain sections and 
verses from books like Isaiah, Jeremiah, and 
Ezekiel we can frame discussions about 
contemporary issues, whether Jewish or 
general, through the wisdom and moral 
compass of these great visionaries. Being 
selective in our teaching of these texts enables 
us to challenge students to reflect on issues 
such as social responsibility, Zionism, Jewish 
life in the Diaspora, and religious authenticity, 
among others. Consider an assignment in 
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which we ask students to manage the social 
media presence of a modern Jeremiah. What 
rebuke and guidance would he deliver today?

Talmud
When it comes to Talmud curricula, the 

discussion often surrounds the question 
of which tractate to learn. That question, 
however, is somewhat of a misrepresentation. 
Since we are not learning entire tractates, 
the question should really be, “which sugyot 
(Talmudic sections) should we study?” and 
“what should be our focus when learning 
those sugyot?” Within the orders of Moed 
(and tractate Berakhot), Nashim and Nezikin, 
we have at our disposal more potentially life-
changing sugyot than we can possibly cover in 
the span of a student’s day school career. As 
such, it behooves us to be mindful about the 
choices we make regarding Talmud content.

Studying sugyot in Moed (dealing with 
holidays and ritual matters) affords us the 
opportunity to help our students explore the 
spiritual and character-based values at the 
core of our ritual practices including prayer, 
holidays, and the values related to Torah 
study.

In the tractate of Megilah, for example, 
we can take learning about the sanctity of 
the synagogue and Beit Midrash to the next 
level by bringing our students to our school’s 
Beit Midrash and asking them to determine 
when their behavior is and is not aligned 
with the values taught by the Talmud. They 
can establish a code of conduct for the Beit 
Midrash and make signs communicating the 
proper expectations and the values upon 
which these rules are based. We can discuss 
how we would approach the Beit Midrash 
differently and, therefore, the Torah and even 
our relationship with God differently, if we were 

to more carefully adhere to the guidelines 
laid out by the sugya. A deep internalization 
of these values can alter the way a student 
relates to holy places for the rest of his or her 
life. Note, however, that studying this sugya 
can only happen if I actively choose to do 
so. If I were to start at the beginning of the 
tractate and go in order, my students may 
know on which days the Megilah is read in a 
village but they will have been deprived of the 
meaningful opportunity to shape the way they 
relate to God’s holy places.

Applying the same thought process 
to Nashim (dealing primarily with issues 
relating to marriage and divorce) and Nezikin 
(damages) will yield similarly meaningful 
results. Consider the way an in-depth 
study of the laws of the Sheva Berakhot, for 
example, can open students’ eyes to the 
Torah’s values of sanctity, affection, and 
responsibility within spousal relationships. Or 
imagine a child who, upon seeing an iPhone 
on the ground, immediately begins thinking 
not about keeping it, but about how he or 
she will go about fulfilling the obligation of 
hashavat aveidah (returning lost objects). 
The way the child relates to lost objects, 
indeed all property, has been transformed by 
a rigorous study of a few carefully chosen 
sugyot in the tractates of Bava Kama and 
Bava Metziah. This type of learning gives us 
the opportunity to help students appreciate 
the sacred values at the foundation of the 
Jewish home or to internalize the ethical 
principle of “love your neighbor as yourself.” 
Studying Talmud in this manner, however, can 
only be achieved through a mindful selection 
of sugyot and commentaries brought to life 
through exercises like probing discussions, 
engaging activities, and reflective writing 
prompts. Careful curricular choices will be the 
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difference between meaningful, life changing 
learning and the type about which we struggle 
to articulate “why we are learning this.”

Jewish History
For some teachers and students, Jewish 

history has the reputation of being a dry 
survey of dates, locations, books, and rabbis 
punctuated by astonishingly depressing 
examples of anti-Jewish brutality. As such, 
when we think of meaningful learning, we 
often look past Jewish history in exchange 
for complex and inspiring texts like those 
described above. However, Jewish history can 
be a treasure trove of values and inspiration. 
Instead of seeing the many examples of Jewish 
persecution as a depressing and tiresome 
recounting of Jewish victimhood, we can use 
it as an opportunity to explore the ways Jews 
have historically responded to persecution. 
We can then ask what our responsibilities are 
to those historical experiences, as well as how 
we should respond when, disturbingly, Jews 
today experience antisemitism—whether on a 
personal, communal, or national level.

We can learn from the inspiring optimism 
and undying faith of heroes like Rabbi Akiva 
and his fellow martyrs of the Hadrianic 
persecutions. We learn how to honor those 
who have suffered and to find meaning in 
that suffering by studying moving prose 
(like Crusade Chronicles), poetry (Emma 
Lazarus on the Expulsion from Spain) and 
liturgical works (lamentations recited on the 
ninth of Av) written in response to respective 
catastrophes. Studying these aspects of our 
history also helps students appreciate how 
unique and not-to-be-taken-for-granted are 
our freedom and security in North America as 
well as, of course, the reality of the State of 
Israel.

There is a wide range of factors that will 
determine whether Jewish education leads to 
personal and religious growth for our students. 
These include social context, teacher-student 
relationships, and pedagogy to name a few—
some of which we can control and some we 
cannot. One critical factor is content—the 
selection of texts and ideas we introduce to 
our students. Reasonable minds can debate 
the specifics, but one thing is certain. We, as 
Jewish educators, must be able to answer for 
ourselves, “Why are we teaching this?”

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_parsha/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg59
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“Torah is a yerushah [an active inheritance] ... It needs work on 
behalf of the child if it is to be passed on across the generations" 
(Rabbi Jonathan Sacks' Haggadah). What is the essence of the work 
that a child must do in order to receive Torah in the way described by 
Rabbi Sacks? Rabbi Sacks identifies children’s questions as a key part 
of the process of preparing to receive Torah.

Contemporary educational research supports this idea, highlighting 
the multiple ways in which student question-asking is central to 
deeper learning. Importantly, question-asking makes students active 
participants in generating knowledge and has been shown to increase 
comprehension (see, for example, How People Learn). Question-
asking can be intrinsically motivating, as it builds on children’s curiosity 
and inclination to solve problems and allows them to begin to develop 
“wonderful ideas” (Duckworth). One might even argue that question-
asking is a core skill of Jewish life and learning; almost every good 
devar Torah starts with a good question. Furthermore, question-asking 
brings questioners into a relationship with the Torah text that they are 
trying to understand.

Asking a question requires many things from a learner. It requires 
paying attention to the text, trying to make sense of it, and noticing 
what we don’t understand or what is ambiguous and brimming with 
possible meanings. It is realizing that in a way, the text wants our 
questions; our questions matter to the text, and this text matters to 
us. For all of these reasons, we need to make student question-asking 
a more central feature of Jewish learning in the classroom, while also 
attending to both knowledge and skill development.

 Imagine a fourth-grade classroom where students are learning the 
story of Yosef and his brothers in Bereishit 42. The teacher asks them 
to translate a number of verses with the help of a word list. Some 
students find this easy to do and quickly finish the assignment. Others 
find translating hard or uninteresting and take the opportunity to goof 
off. The teacher tells the students who have finished translating to 
answer a worksheet of questions about the peshat, contextual or plain 
meaning of the text. As students work, sometimes a student asks a 
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question about the narrative. For example, one 
student wonders what Yosef is feeling when 
he first meets his brothers in Egypt. Their 
teacher lets them know that it is an interesting 
question and that they will see in a few days 
what Rashi has to say about this. They shift 
from translating to answering questions that 
the teacher has in the curriculum. Midweek, 
students study a few key commentaries by 
Rashi, working on them together as a class 
and then answering questions about them. At 
the end of class, the teacher brings up one of 
the questions that a student had asked earlier 
in the week; they discuss it briefly, and they run 
out of time. The week ends with a discussion 
that personalizes a theme emerging from the 
narrative—sibling conflict and reconciliation—
and how students have handled it when they 
have been hurt by their own siblings.

The teacher recounts the week to a 
colleague, who marvels at how thoroughly the 
teacher was able to teach the material. The 
teacher says, “Thanks, but it still feels like I’m 
missing something, I just can’t put my finger 
on it…”

Imagine the same classroom but in this 
scenario the teacher has been working 
throughout the year with students on the 
skill of asking deep, text-based questions 
through the Pedagogy of Partnership (PoP), 
our approach to Jewish learning. In this 
class, students have time to work on both 
translating the text and exploring questions—
big and small—that the text raises for them. As 
students work to translate verses in Chapter 
42 and learn new key words and conventions, 
they are also charged with keeping track of 
questions that they raise, which are a valued 
part of their work. They write these questions 
down alongside their translation work. The 
act of translating is itself framed as an activity 
that will help them “listen to the text” to find 

clues to help them answer their questions.
As students work through the text, some 

ask how the brothers didn’t recognize Yosef 
if he knew who they were, and why Yosef kept 
his identity a secret. Another student asks 
whether Yosef still feels Jewish. Students 
share their questions with the whole class 
so the teacher can write them down on the 
big board for all to see and consider. The 
teacher promises that as they keep studying 
and expand their learning from the Torah text 
to commentators, they will find clues to help 
them think about responses to their questions.

One quiet student who usually has a hard 
time translating pipes up to wonder whether 
Yosef still loves his brothers. He notices 
that the Torah tells us multiple times that 
Yosef recognizes his brothers and that at 
the same time, Yosef speaks harshly to them 
and does not initially reveal himself to them. 
The student is not sure what to make of this. 
His classmates get excited by this question 
too, and as they keep working on new verses, 
many look for clues that might help them 
think this through. Students also keep track 
of questions for which they see clear answers 
in the text, such as: How many brothers went 
down to Egypt at the beginning of Chapter 42? 
How does the Torah describe Yosef when the 
brothers first meet him? And, which brother 
needs to stay behind in Egypt?

At the end of the week, the teacher gives 
students back their questions to discuss with 
each other. Students can choose a number 
of questions from the peshat list, for which 
they know they can find clear answers in 
the text in front of them. Students can also 
choose one question from the interpretive 
list, for which they know there may be 
multiple answers, but their answers need to 
be backed up with evidence from the text. 
They work through their questions together. 

https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/rashi/
https://www.hadar.org/pedagogy-partnership
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Their teacher listens in on their discussions, 
probing their responses to help support them 
more fully and when needed, turning their 
attention to particular parts of the text in front 
of them. When they gather as a full class, the 
teacher excitedly calls on them to share their 
ideas and uses the opportunity to introduce 
additional midrashim and commentaries that 
have taken up the same questions, often tying 
in other sources that they had tapped to come 
to their conclusions.

In both classroom scenes, students 
covered the same content and worked on 
the same translation skills. However, their 
understanding of the purpose of their learning 
and their roles in the learning are different. 
In the first classroom, students understand 
that it is their job to translate, understand 
the peshat, and look to Rashi to answer any 
questions they might have. In the second, 
students understand that Torah learning 
encourages their questions and that it is 
their job as Torah learners to ask questions 
and pursue them—that this is how they make 
meaning of Torah. They understand that their 
translation work and/or understanding of the 
peshat of the content is what enables them 
to ask and answer questions. Students even 
understand that there are different kinds of 
questions that they can ask to make sense 
of the text, wonder about its big ideas and 
possible meanings, and connect personally 
to it. They understand that rabbis have been 
asking questions about the Torah for a very 
long time and that they should learn from what 
the rabbis have said as well as contribute to 
this larger conversation.

In the second scenario, students are driving 
their learning, steering toward goals of Jewish 
education even more strongly than they might 
in a standard classroom. The students still 
learn the core curriculum, the Torah text, 

midrash, and commentaries, but take greater 
ownership of it and build an even greater 
bond with the Torah by seeing their curiosity 
reflected in the questions of commentators 
throughout the ages. Students still learn the 
skill of translating, but also learn and practice 
skills for identifying and answering their 
questions. By asking and working on their 
questions, they learn additional skills, those 
of textual exegesis or interpretation. When 
the teacher asks students to exhibit this 
broader range of skills, the teacher creates 
opportunities for learners with different 
kinds of abilities to shine, enlarging what it 
means to be a “good Torah student” beyond 
just those who can read, translate, and recall 
facts well. Finally, students’ meaning-making 
is deeply grounded in the Torah itself and is 
not a parallel conversation about a theme 
raised in Torah that inadvertently leaves Torah 
behind. In this class, students make meaning 
by digging deeply into the text and grounding 
their questions of how it applies to them in 
that substantive content.

The difference between these two 
classrooms is not just one of technique 
or emphasis but is a matter of culture and 
beliefs. To encourage student questions 
requires that students be treated as thinkers 
and contributors even at young ages. It 
requires educators to be truly interested in the 
questions that students raise and accordingly 
give students time to ask and pursue their 
own questions.

When teachers do so, the effects can be 
profound. As one educator, trained in the PoP 
approach to Jewish learning, wrote,

Student engagement has skyrocketed as 
students take ownership of their inquiry... 
I have been amazed to see students who 

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/biu/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg63
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struggle with translation demonstrate insider knowledge of how Jewish interpretation works. 
In a discussion of whether Lavan planned to trick Yaakov into marrying Leah from the start, 
one such student posited that Lavan did in fact make this plan early on. As evidence for her 
interpretation, she pointed out that Lavan told Yaakov that he would give “her” to him (Genesis 
29:19) rather than stating Rachel’s name outright. She derived that Lavan chose to refer to 
“her” rather than state Rachel’s name because in his mind, Lavan was referring to Leah. This 
student taught our class an exegetical tool that was then harnessed by her classmates in 
other discussions—in Torah study it is noteworthy if the name of a character is mentioned 
outright or whether they are referred to by a pronoun.

We often hear concern from educators that if we let students lead, the learning may not be 
serious. The irony is that when we let students lead with their questions and help them learn 
how to ask and pursue deep questions, it often makes the learning both more serious and more 
meaningful. We cannot separate knowledge, skills, and meaning-making but must integrate these 
domains by putting children’s questions at the center to help ensure that all of our children have 
the opportunity to receive Torah as their yerushah.

For further resources about this approach, see this Torah learning protocol to support students 
to notice details in the text and ask questions.

https://mechonhadar.s3.amazonaws.com/PoP+source+sheets/Noticing_Wondering_Teacher.pdf
https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/biu/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg63
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Some years ago I distributed a page to one of my classes with pictures of various traffic signs 
and asked students to pick the one that best represented their current religious journey. One 
student’s response particularly resonated with me. She chose several speed-limit signs that were 
above the legal limit and then wrote:

On the road, for many, the goal is to reach your destination in the 
fastest, most efficient way possible. For example, learn the text 
in the curriculum, learn the three planned commentaries, only ask 
lack of comprehension questions, and move on. But what about 
the WHY's, the slowing down from time to time, the reflecting, and 
enjoying the view?
…The way I saw it, my mind was constantly immersed and stimulated 
but my soul and faith were the snails lagging behind, always trying 
to catch up…What about slowing down at times to internalize the 
meaning or message of a text and to discuss the big questions that 
these stories leave us?

I have heard this plaint countless times since then and it has 
forced me to recognize that we may have done a great job over the 
years teaching texts but we may not have always been as attentive 
to teaching students. By that I mean that we have not sufficiently 
addressed their inner lives, we have not asked how the texts we 
teach resonate, how they might apply to our students’ emotional 
and religious world, how they might speak to the developmentally 
present quest for spirituality and connection. We surely have done an amazing job of helping 
create a much more literate and knowledgeable student body, but have we expended equal effort 
on speaking to their souls?

Is this seemingly more necessary today than in a previous generation? If yes, whether it is 
related to a phenomenon in society at large that focuses more on the individual or whether it 
relates to an internal communal problem in which we have been teaching about texts and traditions 
without paying attention to the why’s, the bottom line is that students, like many adults, crave 
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something more. The problem is that they 
cannot necessarily do it on their own. They 
need our help.

While there are many teachers who can 
do this intuitively, there are many others 
for whom this does not come easily. In my 
limited research, I have been amazed by the 
number of responses I have gotten from 
teachers who say, “I’m too uncomfortable 
talking about God.” “I’ve never really taught 

that way before.” “I was never taught that 
way.” “I’m too afraid of getting questions that 
I cannot answer.” “I’m too afraid of opening 
students up that way when I cannot spend 
the time to address them afterwards.” “I went 
into teaching, not into kiruv (outreach work).” 
“I teach Torah and it’s up to the students to 
internalize the message.” “I already do that—
on every test I ask students a question about 
how it’s relevant for their lives.” These kinds 
of responses come from fabulous instructors 
who are not yet in a place where they are ready 
to do this kind of teaching. Unlike those who 
may do so intuitively, the rest of us need help 
too; for doing this kind of teaching means 
embarking on a different kind of pedagogy, 
one that goes beyond the texts to the hearts 
of our students.

In my own school, we have taken to calling 
this process “Personalizing Torah” and in 
part thanks to an Ignition Grant by JEIC, we 
are building on our experience to try to chart 
a path forward across a number of domains 
in our school from curriculum to religious 
guidance to informal education.

Let’s take one example, the teaching of 
texts. Our goal is not to give up our teaching 
of those texts, either in quality or quantity. 
We still strive for students to achieve the 
skills necessary for self-sufficiency and for 
the breadth and depth of knowledge. But we 
also seek to consistently add a dimension of 
interaction with those texts for our students 
that may have been missing.

Assume that I am teaching the Book of 
Yonah. A major theme in the book is why 
Yonah ran away and I will undoubtedly teach 
the various commentaries on that. I may use 
some literary analysis tools to highlight motif 
words that point to Yonah’s state of mind, 
and I will compare his initial reaction to his 

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_blended/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg65
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mission with those of Moshe and Yeshayahu, 
and I will certainly use Rabbinic writings to 
fill in some of the missing details. There was 
a time when I would have left it at that and 
perhaps asked a question on a final unit test 
about why we read Yonah on Yom Kippur, 
but now I am much more likely to also add 
questions. Do you think it was right for Yonah 
to be angry with God? What did you feel when 
he ran away? How might you have acted under 
similar circumstances? Was there ever a time 
when you ran away from responsibility? From 
God? How could what you have learned from 
Yonah helped you at that moment? What 
lessons can you take away from Yonah about 
your relationships with other people? With 
non-Jews?

I am teaching Bereishit and we have been 
analyzing various possibilities among the 
commentators about the meaning of man’s 
being created in the image of God (intellectual, 
creative, moral, free will, etc.). There was a 
time when I would have left it at that but now 
I am much more likely to probe further. Which 
opinion appeals to you the most and why? 
How might you further develop the image of 
God that lies within you? How might your new 
understanding of the image of God impact the 
way you interact with other people, especially 
those with whom you disagree or with whom 
you do not get along?

A colleague is teaching Talmud Berakhot 
9b which cites a verse from Psalms 72:5, 
“they shall be in awe of you with the sun,” as 
the source for the custom to prioritize prayer 
at sunrise. Instead of translating the text and 
moving on, this teacher asks students if they 
have ever experienced a sunrise and what 
their feelings were at that moment, and then 
ties it in to how this may be an opportune time 
to encounter God or the qualitative difference 

in praying at sunrise. It does not take long 
to explore this but it is clear that this adds a 
new dimension to the learning, one in which 
students’ lives and experience are a central 
part of the learning.

I teach a unit on arguments for the 
existence of God and we discuss a number 
of approaches: cosmological, teleological, 
historical, experiential, and the like. It is filled 
with sources both traditional and modern and 
my usual modus vivendi is to give them a unit 
test that focuses on definitions, examples, 
and some application. This time I asked them 
to go home and interview a grandparent or 
a parent about their faith, to ask why they 
believe and how they got there. Then students 
are asked to explain which of the approaches 
we discussed in class best applies to what 
they heard, citing sources. Finally, I asked 
them to reflect on what they heard and what 
they walked away with. The common thread 
in the responses was "I've never heard my 
grandparent/father/mother talk this way 
before" and "I was so surprised/shocked/
glad/moved." "Now that I have heard about my 
father’s belief in God, I feel so much closer to 
him." (I am not sure if it is him or Him). Where 
I previously assumed they would make the 
personal connection themselves, I now make 
the students confront the issue, making it as 
explicit as possible, not prescribing answers 
but inviting students to create their own.

These are but a few examples of the ways 
in which my approach to pedagogy has been 
changing, in teaching an entire unit, a passing 
verse, or doing a more reflective summary. 
Instead of being afterthoughts they are now 
part and parcel of my planning, my thoughts 
before and during my teaching. In the checklist 
of things, I once placed the curriculum at the 
forefront and then I learned to account for the 
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student’s learning needs, and now I add their 
inner lives to my concern; indeed, sometimes 
it is the top priority. How will I get them to 
personalize this learning, to examine its 
potential relevance and meaning so that it will 
stick with them after the class is over?

There is still a lot of work yet to be done. 
We need to scour our current curriculum to 
look for opportunities to open our students’ 
hearts without compromising our other 
goals and to do so in an organic way that 
makes the questions and meaning flow from 
the sources as opposed to being imposed 
upon them. We need to experiment with how 
one asks the right kinds of questions and 
in what order. We need to better articulate 
how one goes about creating a classroom 
environment where students feel safe sharing 
their feelings and emotions in general and 
about God in particular. We need to develop a 
better idea of what it means to be a teacher in 
such a classroom, how to be a fellow learner 
and not just a sage on the stage or guide on 
the side, and how developing these skill sets 
is possible for all or most teachers, not just 
those gifted ones who were born that way.

I’m not sure that this represents a radical 
shift in teaching, but rather an added layer 
that needs to be done in a thoughtful and 
deliberate way. One of the more challenging 
parts of education has been to stay abreast 
of developments in students’ lives so that 
we can adapt our methods or emphases or 
references accordingly. Rav Elisha Aviner 
once said that the mandate to “teach the 
child according to his way” applies not only 
to the individual needs of each child but to the 
changing needs of each generation as well. 
This generation is searching for meaning and 
connection. That, too, must now be a part of 
our mandate and our mission.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/pardes/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg67
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Netanel Burstin introduced his high school students in Zikhron 
Ya'akov to a photograph of the Jewish celebrations in Rome when 
the State of Israel was established. Although he had carefully 
analyzed the photograph before the lesson, a student surprised 
him by pointing out one detail he had neglected. Among the crowd 
gathering at the Arch of Titus was a woman holding a baby in the 
air and staring towards the camera. This woman was sending a 
message, and Netanel’s student heard it. Although this was only 
a minor detail, it added a completely new level of meaning to the 
lesson. This anecdote illustrates how the introduction of primary 
sources can be a very powerful experience as they offer an authentic 
glimpse into the lives and thoughts of individuals from the past. By 
concentrating on just one woman in the photograph, that student 
found a personal and emotional connection to the event. In a split 
second, an historical event turned into a personal story.

Meaningful learning is defined by being truly relevant and 
resonant, to the degree that the learner feels something—a sense 
of discovery or a spark of connection—and is compelled to change 
their point of view or even their behavior as a result. The educator’s role is to facilitate an engaging 
process that can lead to such inspiration, whereby study becomes a vehicle of exploring and 
developing one's identity.

As Jewish educators, we want our learners to ask themselves what resonates with them as 
individuals and how it contributes to their understanding of their roots and heritage. We want 
them to discover how their learning empowers them to reflect on their role in their community 
and the Jewish people at large and encourages them to be proactive in forming the future of their 
culture.

As stated in the Talmud (Avodah Zara 19a): “A person can learn only from a place that their 
heart desires,” and so we usually attempt to spark a personal connection at the outset in order to 
motivate the students to begin the learning process, often perceived by them as a burden. Once 
the learners are attentive and curious, their inner motivation and interest will carry them through 
the process towards meaning-making. Then, they can dig deeper and find even more meaning 
and significance in what they learn. However, when teaching about Jewish history and culture, we 
recognize the need to equip students with a certain foundation of knowledge and skills in order 
to kindle that spark which will then enable them to find a deeper personal connection to a topic 
or text.
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Based on my work as the Diaspora 
Education Manager at The National Library 
of Israel, I would like to suggest framing 
meaning-making as an attempt to strike a 
balance between the learner’s current interest 
or passion and the longer process of digging 
deeper and discovering new ideas. When 
thinking of meaning-making this way and 
trying to pin-point when and how it happens, it 
can be helpful to see it as an ongoing process 
of growth embedded in identity formation, 
and to consider the following stipulations:

Connection
For the learner to experience meaningful 

learning the most basic condition is 
connecting (emotionally or intellectually). 
Sometimes a topic naturally stirs emotions or 
catches the learner’s attention, but connecting 
can also be achieved by honing an interest the 
learner already has, which becomes the portal 
for further learning. For example, as part of 
our program “Young Curators,” a group of 
students who were athletes chose to research 
the topic of women in sports throughout 
modern Jewish history. Their initial interest 
in sports served as a portal to deepening 
and broadening their knowledge about this 
interesting chapter in Jewish history.

Choice
Since the meaning-making process 

happens inside the learners’ minds (or 
hearts), it is essential to enable choice and 
empower students to take responsibility and 
ownership throughout the process of inquiry. 
The starting point of any research project we 
offer students is the task of choosing a topic, 
and it is important that they decide what they 
want to learn about. This way their preferences 
and interests inform the entire project. Then, 
the true significance of learning becomes not 

only what new knowledge they have gained or 
skills they have mastered, but also how they 
have channeled what was offered to them in 
the best way in order to create a meaningful 
and engaging experience for themselves.

Co-Learning
An important aspect of connecting and 

meaning-making in the context of Jewish 
education is hevruta. Learning together with 
others is a powerful outlet but its results 
can vary: it may maximize each participant’s 
abilities, it can lead to a rich and meaningful 
experience with many voices and opinions, 
but it can also cause disruptions and bring 
frustration when the students are not on the 
same page. Practicing and improving the 
skill of learning with others is an educational 
endeavor in and of itself, as it includes listening 
and sharing in a respectful and constructive 
way, something that is not always so easy or 
natural. As educators, we need to direct and 
support our students in the process. At times, 
it seems more efficient and accurate to have 
students do individual work, which is also 
easier to assess and grade. However, from 
our experience, working in a group in which 
everyone can participate and contribute their 
own strengths is a component of meaningful 
education. Group work encourages students 
to look outside themselves and their own 
worldview and be attentive to the thoughts 
and needs of others. Oftentimes the back 
and forth of conversation between students 
sparks the process of finding meaning and 
relevance. In some cases, we witness a shift 
in an individual learner as a result of working 
together with others to solve a problem or 
create a project. Co-learning can become an 
outlet for self-discovery, getting to know your 
own strengths and challenges.
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Context
Making meaning is also about making 

sense of something. When learning history, 
students might have trouble understanding 
the timeline and the context in which certain 
events took place, and they naturally judge the 
situation through the lens of their own lives. 
As mentioned earlier, the personal prism 
is indeed valuable in forging a connection 
to the material, but it is also important to 
take a step back and not impose our views 
and assumptions in order to really learn 
something new about the past. This can be 
achieved through interdisciplinary learning, 
which gives the learner a broader view of the 
cultural context. Using this method highly 
depends on skill levels but presenting a variety 
of sources allows for different students to 
discover deeper meaning. Maybe a long text 
is discouraging for some, and they are drawn 
to the visual sources such as manuscripts, 
posters, and photographs, which are a 
valuable and interesting way to learn about 
the past. Interdisciplinary learning also lends 
itself to appreciating how art and music play 
a major part in reflecting and creating history. 
This recognition can in turn infuse current 
cultural trends with new meaning for the 
learners, who might become more attentive 
to present-day events by looking at them 
through an historian’s lens.

Challenge
Sometimes, in order to generate that 

sense of meaning and enlightenment for our 
learners, we need to help them question their 
assumptions and stretch their comfort zones. 
Inquiry is a process that entails enthusiasm, 
as well as hard work and diligence, but in turn 
can also generate and reinforce these traits. 
Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, we developed 
a new style of online activities for Israeli 

high-school students who were looking for 
stimulation during lockdowns. During the 
week of Pesah, for example, they joined a 
designated WhatsApp group where they 
received daily prompts and links to various 
riddles and assignments that all combined 
into a large-scale, week-long, breakout room 
style activity. The content was not related to 
school curriculum, but rather challenged them 
to dig deep into ancient maps or the life story 
of historical figures they probably never heard 
about earlier. We saw that for some learners 
it was precisely this endeavor that motivated 
them to delve into meaningful learning, which 
resulted in a sense of accomplishment and 
pride upon completion of the entire activity.

Creating
The creative element of our “Young 

Curators” program speaks to students who 
learn by doing. For example, when students 
had to create the scenery for their video 
based on the Warsaw Ghetto, they had to 
learn how the partisans dressed and how 
the ghetto looked before they could create it 
so that it would look authentic. Furthermore, 
the creative product can be seen not only as 
an expression of the learning process, but 
also as a part of it, as it involves learning 
new information, synthesizing data, and 
constructing it into a comprehensive product. 
The mere framing and presenting of the 
material to others in an accessible and clear 
way is actually a form of teaching, which is 
what makes the learning process meaningful. 
As we all know from experience, it is only 
when you need to teach others that you feel 
you have really mastered the material, and 
framing it for someone else helps us make 
sense of it on a new level.

As the library of the Jewish people, the NLI 
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strives to connect learners around the globe to their heritage and culture, as well as empower 
them to take an active role in the continued writing of our shared story. As educators, our challenge 
often lies in helping learners see how knowing more about their history and culture can impact 
their identity in a meaningful way and empower them, “from a place that their heart desires.” This 
educational endeavor, in the words of our mission statement, entails balancing between curating 
the past and creating the future.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_pesach/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg71
https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/shalom_learning/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg71
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The Problem
What does meaning-making look like in Talmud education? Is it 

possible to make the text meaningful to students without sacrificing 
rigor and skills-based learning? How might progressive educational 
models enhance student appreciation of Talmud study without 
taking away from traditional models of study?

These were all questions on my mind as I struggled with engaging 
my tenth-grade students in studying Makkot, a complicated tractate 
focusing on the laws of perjuring witnesses. The challenge of 
engaging students in Talmud education is not particularly new, as 
many students struggle to find relevance in the impractical nature 
of many of its texts.

Many of the classic sugyot (Talmudic sections) studied in high 
school deal with cases which are never encountered by students in 
their regular lives. Students don't often come across an abundance 
of oxen falling into pits, people getting betrothed through agents, 
or large groups of witnesses arriving successively to perjure one 
another. An argument for relevance can sometimes be made for the 
more exciting cases in Sanhedrin or Bava Kamma, such as intruders 
breaking into homes, or questions of responsibility in property damage, especially with a lucky find 
of a modern news article of a similar case. However, while this may engage the students interested 
in future legal careers, these discussions still fall short of establishing personal meaning.

Switching to the more relevant tractates, such as those concerning Jewish holidays, is often 
not an option. The more practical sugyot lack the rigor and challenge needed for older students, 
especially in classes focused on building knowledge and skills. It also falls into the trap of 
conflating relevance and meaning. Although the laws of building a sukkah or the times of prayer 
are relevant to the lives of students, this does not necessarily create a sense of meaning and 
connection with the text.

Finally, Talmud teachers must also contend with the challenge of applying meaning-making to 
a text that is meant to be studied lishma (for its own sake)—possibly far removed from real-world 
problems and unconcerned with practicality. In fact, this lack of applicability highlights that the 
primary motivation for studying Talmud is religious devotion.

PBL, Meaning-Making, and 
Teaching Talmud
Sarah Gordon
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Concerns
While I was ready to adapt my Talmud 

classes to facilitate more meaning-making, I 
needed to grapple with a number of concerns.

I did not want to sacrifice any of the rigor 
or skill-building aspects of the course, which 
would negatively impact the ability of students 
to grow into independent learners.

Implementing progressive models such 
as Project Based Learning takes a significant 
amount of class time. I did not want to fall 
behind other classes or for my students to 
view the class as less serious.

I did not want to sacrifice the affective 
goal of Torah lishma. Similarly, I wanted the 
values and connections that students would 
draw from the text to feel authentic and not 
an artificial stretch from what the rabbis 
originally intended within the “four cubits of 
the Bet Midrash.”

The Experiment
I decided to apply a modified version of 

Project Based Learning to teaching Makkot, 
specifically, having my students apply their 
learning of arei miklat (cities of refuge) to 
the challenge of prison reform in the United 
States.

I began the unit with a few weeks of 
learning sections of Makkot in the traditional, 
rigorous way, focusing on Talmudic skills, 
vocabulary, and content. The unit was framed 
by sharing with students that they would 
soon be applying their knowledge to solve 
issues within the American prison system. 
Periodically, throughout our learning, students 
were asked to draw out values from the 
text about the role of arei miklat, setting up 
many of the questions they would eventually 
investigate in the PBL part of the assignment:

What are the goals of arei miklat, and 
how might these goals differ from those of 
prisons?

What do these Talmudic texts say about the 
values of rehabilitation versus punishment, 
justice versus mercy?

What values do you see in these texts that 
speak to you personally?

Students were also tested on content to 
ensure that skills benchmarks were being 
met. The hybrid of traditional skills-based 
study and the PBL model allowed for the best 
of both worlds: independent Gemara learners 
and engaged students who are able to apply 
the values found in the text to new, relevant 
contexts.

Students then moved into the PBL part of 
the assignment. Here, I incorporated different 
elements of Project Based Learning into the 
assignment, as defined by the Buck Institute 
for Education.

Driving question: Students were presented 
with the driving question of: “How might 
our knowledge of arei miklat help us solve 
problems with the American prison system?" 
This led to an animated class discussion 
where students came up with their questions 
on this topic, connecting what they were 
learning in Makkot to real-world issues. 
Students developed their own questions, 
including: “Should the United States have 
different categories of accidents and prisons 
similar to those in Makkot?” and “How might 
the concept of hiyuta (the requirement to 
maintain a certain quality of life in the city 
of refuge) work with the concept of solitary 
confinement?”

https://www.pblworks.org/what-is-pbl
https://www.pblworks.org/what-is-pbl
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Sustained inquiry/authenticity: Students 
watched excerpts from a documentary about 
issues in the prison system and heard a guest 
lecture from a chaplain about his experiences 
volunteering in prisons. The ensuing class 
discussions led to many more questions by 
students and increased the level of buy-in to 
the project.

Student voice and choice/critique and 
revision: Students were given a timeline of 
how the project would work. Each group 
researched their questions until they decided 
on a topic—allowing for in-depth inquiry. I 
handed out resources including articles, 
websites, and podcasts to help them with 
research and different options to choose from 
(one group decided to research a topic they 
thought of on their own about the treatment of 
women in prisons). I also had periodic check-
ins with each group to provide guidance on 
their projects and give feedback.

Public presentations: Each group was 
asked to present their project, and I invited a 
range of teachers to attend the presentations. 
I specifically chose teachers with a Judaic 
studies background who also taught American 
History or Government or who were lawyers 
so that they would qualify as quasi-experts on 
this topic. After each presentation, the other 
students in the class, and the guest teachers 
asked questions of the students presenting. 
Many students felt that the most enjoyable 
part of the project was when they were the 
experts in front of the room, answering 
questions on the topic they had chosen.

Student reflections: While I knew that 
student engagement was high during this part 
of the project, I wanted to make sure that I had 
met my goal of increasing meaning-making 
and student connections with the values of 
the Talmudic texts. In their reflections on 
their experiences many indicated that they 
felt invested in their topics and now wanted 
to find out more about issues in the prison 
system. I was happy to hear students express 
that they found the Gemara to be relevant.

When asked to identify the most important 
takeaway from the project, students shared:

“That the moral lessons that can be 
learned from Gemara can be applied to 
real-life situations/problems.”

“That Gemara relates to real life.”

“We should try to fix the prison system 
based on the arei miklat because that 
was a very organized and fair system.”

“Connecting what we are learning in 
class with issues of today.”

“[It] pushed me to further investigate 
and understand the problems within 
our prison system… I got to relate two 
separate topics and it forced me to 
understand things from a different 
perspective.”

Reflections
Overall, I was satisfied with the outcome 

of this experiment. The prison reform project 
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animated the classroom and had even the most skeptical of students sharing how meaningful they 
found the topic of arei miklat. Implementing a modified version of PBL helped students connect 
the text to their own lives in an authentic way, irrespective of how practical (or impractical) the 
cases were in the Gemara. Students engaged in meaning-making, researching questions about 
the American prison system through the lens of values drawn from the Gemara. It did not matter 
whether arei miklat would ever again be employed as part of a justice system, as students were 
able to draw out the values and ethics that spoke to them personally and which could then be 
applied to real-world problems. Additionally, incorporating select PBL units did not take away from 
the intensity of the class or the traditional skills being taught, and the added engagement and 
excitement of the students more than made up for the “missed” class time.

Moving forward, I wonder where else entry-points may exist within traditional sugyot to use an 
adaptation of PBL to allow for more student meaning-making. I would encourage educators to 
explore this approach in teaching Talmud, where meaning-making can exist independently from 
relevance, allowing the values found in the Talmudic texts to speak personally to our students. 

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/mtei/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg75
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In my experience as a Tanakh teacher for many years in both 
Orthodox and community schools, I have consistently encountered 
consensus amongst educators that learning should be meaningful 
and relevant to students. This has emerged in informal faculty room 
discussions, almost every department meeting, and professional 
development sessions. Teachers I interviewed for my doctoral 
research expressed similar sentiments:

“Anything that I teach, we'll have a practical application for it. I 
want the students to be able to go home and think about it and say, 
‘how is it relevant to me?’”

“For sure, that [the students] think it's a little archaic, but that's the 
job of the teacher to make it relevant.”

The importance of relevance cannot be overstated. In the words 
of one student:

“If you're not seeing the relevance and you're not understanding 
why you're taking these classes, that kind of filters into your whole 
experience where why be, or continue to live a Jewish life, if it's not going to be relevant to my 
belief, or my morals, or whatever.”

Despite their teachers’ intentions, when I interviewed students I discovered that they often 
felt that Tanakh learning was not relevant, and what came up in student focus groups was the 
sentiment that “the teacher ... was more focused on learning all the material rather than actually 
comprehending and understanding the material and having discussions on it,” and “there is no 
sense in those classes that anything is important and relevant. It's just, like, oh, there was a king 
and he lost a battle.” This disparity between what teachers think they are accomplishing and how 
the students experience the learning is what I call the relevance gap.

Design Thinking and the 
Relevance Gap
Esther Friedman
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When I asked students to define relevance 
this is what they shared:

When I say something is relevant to me, 
I mean that it can be applied to my daily 
life. If something isn’t relevant to me, it 
means that I cannot relate, or think of 
anything that can be connected to the 
subject.

When something is relevant, it has an 
importance in my life and affects the 
way I live today.

If its relevant to me, its meaning or value 
can pertain and be applied to my own 
life.

Relevant means it affects me personally 
and is something I care about, not 
relevant is something that does not 
affect me or do not have interest in.

All of these student statements contain the 
common thread that a relevant lesson needs 
to speak to the student’s personal reality. But 
how much do teachers really know about their 
students’ daily lives, interests, and values? In 
the words of Herbert Blumer, “People may 
be living side by side yet living in different 
worlds.” Without really knowing students, 
it is impossible to create relevant learning 
opportunities for them.

Design Thinking
To address the relevance gap, I turned to 

Design Thinking, a human-centered approach 
to business. In Design Thinking, understanding 
the user is an essential element of the problem-

solving process. Adapting Design Thinking for 
use in education necessitates understanding 
the students and their needs, and when we 
consider adapting it for Jewish education, it 
requires the teacher to listen to what students 
consider meaningful. As Jonathan Woocher 
proposed in 2012 when he called for a Design 
Thinking approach to Jewish education, we 
need to reimagine Jewish learning as coming 
from an understanding of the learners’ 
lives and deeply considering the learners’ 
experience. This does not mean simply asking 
students what they want, and worrying about 
getting answers like, “more recess” and “no 
homework.” Rather, it means getting to know 
what is important to them, what they value, 
what they worry about, and what they hope to 
gain from Jewish learning—and then believing 
that our students truly desire meaningful 
experiences in their Jewish learning.

Perhaps this conception has its roots in 
Talmudic thought. “And this is what Rabbi  
Hanina said: I have learned much from my 
teachers and even more from my friends, 
but from my students I have learned more 
than from all of them” (Taanit, 7a). What I 
can learn from my students, more than from 
educational experts and fellow teachers, is 
who they are, and how I can best teach them. 
By asking students what is meaningful and 
relevant, teachers can also learn something 
unexpected and new, and, at the same time, 
develop a trust in their students’ ability to think 
deeply, gaining what Gadamer (Truth and 
Method) calls, “openness to the possibility 
that what the other claims can be correct or at 
least has something to say to them, that it is 
relevant to their lives”. Perhaps it is the job of 
the teacher to be open to the students having 
something relevant to say about the text, to be 
open to the possibility that they, as educators, 
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do not need to rush in and offer up meaning.
The Design Thinking process is cyclical, 

beginning with getting to know the students, 
understanding their needs, desires, and 
interests, and deeply empathizing with them. 
It continues with identifying the problem or 
issue that needs to be solved, in this case, 
the relevance gap. Then we generate possible 
solutions to the problem, presenting them to 
the user, and getting feedback. It is only then 
that we implement the solution, evaluate, and 
restart the cycle again to further refine it.

Implementing Design Thinking
I have incorporated Design Thinking 

into my Tanakh teaching practice using the 
principles listed below.

1. Know your students—their beliefs, 
interests, needs, values, etc. You 
cannot make a lesson relevant for a 
student you do not know.

2. Meaningful for the students should be 
determined by the students.

3. Autonomy and personal choice based 
on preference can help foster meaning. 
Get to know your students interests 
and preferences and then act on this 
knowledge.

4. Constant reassessment of relevance 
should be built into the course structure: 
Student reflection is used as feedback 
and as a guide for the teacher

5. Meaning is dynamic. What is relevant 
and meaningful changes over time and 
with different groups.

On the first day of school, I asked my 
students to complete a long survey in which 
they were asked to share what they felt was 
the purpose of Tanakh study, what they 

personally hoped to gain from the course, 
what challenges they expected to face, as 
well as how they thought or hoped that the 
teacher may address these concerns.

I read their answers that evening, a most 
vital element, because students will stop 
trusting adults who promise to listen and then 
do not follow through. I then created a pie 
chart of the themes that emerged from their 
responses and presented these findings in 
class the very next day. We discussed what 
I learned from the surveys and how it would 
inform my teaching. I then asked the students 
to complete another survey, anonymous this 
time, about their personal beliefs and how 
they define relevance.

As the term progressed, I continued to ask 
for feedback—“what one thing in this unit felt 
meaningful or relevant?” “What one thing we 
learned did not feel meaningful and why?” 
Each time that I asked them to share with me, I 
came to class the next day making it clear that 
I had read their feedback and was prepared 
to take action based on it. I presented ideas 
for how to proceed and asked my students 
for more feedback, making it clear that the 
learning belongs to them, is designed for 
them, and that their vision of meaningful 
learning matters to their teacher.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_blended/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg79
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Reflection
After the completion of each unit, I asked the students to write a two-paragraph reflection on 

something that we learned, that they think has or will impact their Judaism in some way. After 
returning their graded work, I asked students to fill out the following anonymous online poll:

In yesterday's two-paragraph reflection about something meaningful that you learned in this unit, 
how honest were you?

a. Honest? I honestly just wanted to a get a good mark.
b. At first, I just tried to think about anything the teacher would like, but in the end what I wrote 
was true.
c. It was really truly about something that I learned and found meaningful.

In both of my classes, no one chose option “a,” approximately 80% chose “b,” and the other 
20% chose “c.” The good news is that there were no students who found the learning completely 
meaningless; the bad news is that only one in five was able to easily find meaning in the lessons—
and this was after I asked them for input on what they wanted to learn and was already basing 
lessons on years of feedback about what students found meaningful.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_blended/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg79
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For my own practice, what I gained from this process, was that meaning and relevance are not 
drawn automatically, but that given the opportunity, students can learn to extract meaning from 
their learning. After coming to this realization, I added the following sixth principle to my list:

6. Students must be actively taught how to extract meaning and relevance from their text-
based Tanakh lessons. This may be something that we as adult learners of Torah may be 
able to do automatically, but students cannot.

I will need to continue to work on the ways that I aid my students in learning how to find what 
is relevant and meaningful to them in the text.

As the school year progressed, I also found that students were more willing to give negative 
feedback about lessons that they did not enjoy or find relevant or meaningful. I took this to mean 
that I was gaining my students’ trust. Once they saw that I would take their needs, values, and 
interests seriously, and adjust my teaching accordingly, they were willing to be more open and 
honest.

To teach Tanakh in a relevant way, a teacher must be prepared to invest in getting to know the 
student, to create lessons based on that knowledge, to collect feedback, and then be prepared to 
constantly adjust and adapt the teaching to what the students have expressed in that feedback. A 
Design Thinking approach to Jewish education puts the learner at the center and has the potential 
to help teachers create relevant, meaningful, and rich learning experiences—bridging the relevance 
gap.

Illustration of how design thinking translates to design thinking for education 
https://christopherlister.ca/assessment/does-design-thinking-have-a-place-in-education/

https://christopherlister.ca/assessment/does-design-thinking-have-a-place-in-education/
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As an educator, I have fairly lofty goals when it comes to the 
takeaways I want my learners to have from our time together. When 
I engage in the sacred work of Jewish education, I do so with the 
aspiration of inspiring my learners to be intentional in the ways 
they make decisions, the ways they walk through the world, and 
the ways they interact with others. I regularly say that my greatest 
disappointment when it comes to my work as an educator would be 
if my learners left our time together feeling fully satisfied, as though 
there was nothing else for them to learn. Instead, I want them to be 
intrigued and inspired to the point that they seek out a next step—
more learning, more meaning-making, anything that will keep them 
searching for the next piece of wisdom and understanding.

In addition to my aspirational goals, I also embrace reality: I work 
with Jewish high schoolers. They are complex and inspiring future 
leaders, but they’re also as likely (or more) to spend their time fixating 
on college applications, climate change, the latest TikTok video 
dance, or the challenges of coming of age during a global pandemic 
that has turned the world on its head as they are to derive moments 
of introspection from the Jewish canon and commentaries. So, 
while my vision is of them as links in a golden chain, primed to 
inherit the collective wisdom of centuries of the Jewish people, I decided to ask them about 
their takeaways directly. I posed the following question to current high school students from the 
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic who completed congregational b’nai mitzvah programs, and who are 
alumni of supplementary or day schools: What, if any, value-add do you see Judaism as bringing 
to your life? These teens, who are largely not currently involved in organized Jewish life, but who 
do have foundational Jewish education and enculturation experiences, were reflective, thoughtful, 
and introspective. While each answer was nuanced and complex in its own way, I believe the key 
themes can be their own contributions, adding to our understanding of Jewish education and the 
needs of bringing meaning to the next generation. Here is what emerged from their responses.

Teens, Takeaways, 
Teachable Moments
The Value-Add of Judaism
Samantha Vinokor-Meinrath
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Judaism as Allyship
Judaism reminds me that my people have 
fought for a chance, for equality, and to be 
accepted. It reminds me that I can’t look at 
other people and say their problems aren’t 
mine.

 Lia (all names changed), a high school 
freshman from Maryland, reflected on Jewish 
meaning as a call to action that informs 
how she interacts with other individuals and 
groups. With a Jewish education that places 
Jewish history and values into a context 
that is responsive to activism and justice 
movements, Jewish teens can internalize their 
experiences as connected to the world around 
them. As educators, our mission through 
this lens is to offer nuanced explorations of 
Jewish experiences of power, shared values 
across cultures, and a global view that gives 
voice to the balance between universalism 
and particularism. Collectively, Jewish teens 
today see themselves as intertwined with their 
neighbors, regardless of religion. By giving a 
Jewish lens to their actions and activism, we 
are able to build a culture of relevance and 
pride when it comes to what Judaism means 
in their lives.

Jews as Minorities

Being Jewish makes me a minority, and I think 
being part of that helps me relate to others. 
Because even though I’m White, I feel like being 
part of this group helps me stick up for others, 
and to be grateful for the things I have.

This reflection from Sophie, a junior from 
Virginia, goes hand in hand with Lia’s words 

above. Sophie emphasizes the value-add that 
having a strong identity as part of a minority 
group brings in terms of self-efficacy. Today’s 
teens are growing up in a world that is 
increasingly aware of intersectionality and the 
overlapping facets of identity that each of us 
contains. They are learning that to be Jewish 
is not to look a certain way, and cannot be 
taken as an assumption of race, ethnicity, 
class, gender identity, or any other category. 
At the same time, for Jewish teens who are in 
touch with their identities as minorities, this 
is the lens through which they view the world. 
They are able to understand what it is to be 
part of a group that has been viewed as “other” 
and to lean into making choices about how 
they’ll relate to that identity throughout their 
lives. With educators as guides to help them 
understand the burden and responsibility 
of being part of a minority population and 
instilling a strong sense of pride in what it is 
to be Jewish, they will be empowered to fully 
embrace Judaism as key to their complex 
identities.

Judaism as Community

For me being Jewish is about the connection I 
have with people. Being able to talk to someone 
and knowing that we share the same culture, 
and foods, and Jewish moms, and being aware 
of antisemitism, and knowing that we’re such a 
small population.

When Stephanie, a senior from New Jersey, 
shared this vision of what Judaism brings to 
her life, it warmed my heart. When teens feel 
an affinity for the Jewish community that 
spurs authentic connections and gives them 
a home in the world, it feels like a success of 
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Jewish education. Ultimately, for our learners 
to see Judaism and the Jewish community as 
theirs, as spaces that fulfill and enrich them, 
is a step towards their own meaning-making 
that can take the seeds we give them and 
grow them into diverse, cultivated gardens of 
value and lessons learned.

Judaism as a Lens on the World

“I look at the world with more compassion and 
empathy.”

Scott, a junior from New York, shared these 
words as he reflected on how his Jewish 
identity has shaped him. Like many teens, he 
wasn’t necessarily able to pinpoint all of the 
specifically Jewish moments in his life, or 
Jewish-inspired actions that he takes. But the 
beauty of Judaism not existing in only certain 
circumstances or spaces means that Judaism 
is able to inform the core of who learners are, 
how they present themselves in the world, and 
the choices they make—by taking seemingly 
straightforward, nondescript interactions 
and activities and posing questions of how 
these things might be different if they were 
approached through a lens of Jewish values, 
or how they might approach elements of 
their lives differently if they thought of 
them as moments of meaning. When every 
experience becomes an opportunity for a new 
perspective, Judaism becomes part of the 
complex individual and their path in the world.

Jewish Leaders as Role Models

My Jewish tutor from my bat mitzvah is 
someone who I have an awesome relationship 
with. It’s just improved my relationships with 
adults and how I talk to them. I think it’s one of 
the few adult relationships I have that is really 
strong.

While most of the teens spoke in broad-
strokes terms about Judaism as a concept, for 
Lauren, a freshman from Maryland, Judaism 
was embodied in the personal relationship she 
found with someone who invested in her as a 
mentor and role model. We know that having 
a non-parent adult role model is critical for 

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_parsha/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg83
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the healthy development of adolescents, and 
for teens to find those trusted adults within 
the Jewish community can be transformative. 
While all Jewish educators have the potential 
to be role models, investing in healthy 
personal relationships with learners at critical 
stages of their development provides benefits 
for both parties. Not only do the teens have 
someone who cares about them, whose 
wisdom they can benefit from, and whose 
experiences they can learn from, but they are 
able to build an understanding of what their 
Jewish futures can look like. Judaism at its 
core is an intergenerational practice, and by 
taking the initiative to share our own Jewish 
stories, we are able to pass it on to those who 
look up to us the most.

As educators, each choice we make 
creates an encounter for our learners. As 
we build the synergy between them and the 
canon of Judaism, we are the facilitators of 
the next steps of their lifelong journeys as 
the inheritors of the collective wisdom of the 
Jewish people. They will take what we provide, 
connect it with their lived experiences, and 
ultimately each will choose for themselves 
how to integrate the lessons of Judaism 
into their lives. By giving them platforms that 
enable them to see the value-add of Judaism 
and how it can apply to their own multifaceted 
lives, we allow Jewish education to go beyond 
the classroom, out of the text, and into the 
complex, colorful worlds that our learners 
inhabit.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_blended/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg84
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A core goal of Jewish education is that the educational process 
will connect the learner to Judaism in a personal and meaningful 
manner, infusing each individual with a strong Jewish identity. We 
hope that the learner understands and internalizes that Judaism 
can provide guidance or context for grappling with life’s struggles, 
doubts, and questions, alongside its celebrations and joy. These 
connections must be based on knowledge, personally constructed 
meaning, and emotional understanding.

This noble goal is not a simple undertaking within any educational 
environment. In Jewish day schools, there are pre-determined 
expectations of formal education to contend with: knowledge and 
skills to be acquired, beliefs to be promoted, standards, assessments 
and grades, schedules, classrooms with walls, etc. How can 
knowledge of both personally constructed meaning and emotional 
understanding of Rabbinics thrive in the context of a formal school 
setting? How can lesson plans creating a year-long course of study 
be constructed which feel vital, engaging, and meaningful to the 
students?

Three years ago, I began teaching Rabbinics to middle school 
students at The Charles E Smith Jewish Day School located in the Washington DC suburbs. I was 
new to day school education, but not new to Jewish education. Early on I found myself relying 
on several principles I had cultivated during my eighteen previous years in the world of informal 
Jewish education. These principles inform and enhance the meaning of what I co-create with my 
day school students each day. These principles of the informal education world, when combined 
with the deep textual learning of formal Jewish day schools, allow for Jewish meaning-making for 
students.

Apply the Learning to the Students’ Reality
All education should be related and relatable to students’ lives. This is frequently a struggle in 

Rabbinics, particularly in a pluralistic day school with students from a wide variety of backgrounds. 
Nonetheless, no matter a student’s background or their family’s relationship to halakha, the learning 
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must speak to the students’ lives personally 
and meaningfully.

For example, in a class studying Mishna 
Sukkot, we decided to view the rules of the 
sukkah in terms of values. Do we need more 
shade than sun to make sure our guests are 
comfortable? Must the roof be made of a 
natural material to help keep us connected 
to nature? During this unit I have the students 
interview their parents about their home. How 
did the size, material, age, etc. affect their 
decision in their choice of home and how 
does that reinforce their family’s values? This 
has led to some wonderful parent-student 
conversations about what their families’ 
deeply held values are and how those values 
inform their decisions.

Another example of students finding 
personal meaning in the text came out of 
our discussions surrounding our yearly 
theme. The theme for sixth grade Rabbinics 
is “My Place, My Space: How the spaces we 
construct reflect our values.” This theme is 
the overlay and the background for all the 
texts we study throughout the year. At parent-
teacher conferences, when I explain this 
theme to the parents, I will hear about how 
students rearranged their bedroom inspired 
by what they had learned in Rabbinics class.

Be Audacious, Do Domething 
Unexpected, And Spark Curiosity

When introducing the study of Sukkot, I 
begin with learning about Charmin’s Pop-Up 
Toilets. As a publicity stunt, Charmin Toilet 
Paper designed and built 14 pop-up bathroom 
stalls in Times Square, each with its own 
thematic decoration complete with clever 
wallpaper, lights, and sound. Talking about 
cool, interesting, and weird toilets with middle 
school students was an instant draw, sparking 
curiosity about the unexpected and serving as 

an opening to a year-long exploration on how 
the spaces we construct reflect our values.

When studying the Rosh Hashanah prayers 
we ask what it means to walk before God 
like sheep. We learn about shepherding, 
specifically, that the shepherd must take 
care of the entire flock while also attending 
to the needs of the individual. Then each 
student is given a sheep personality (Baa 
once every minute, look for a way to go back 
to the classroom, do the opposite of what 
the shepherd asks, etc.) to embody. The 
students become sheep and one student, our 
shepherd, tries to herd them from one area to 
another. This activity leads students to think 
about what it means when it says in the Rosh 
Hashanah prayers that we pass before God 
like sheep. We engage in conversations about 
how God looks out for the collective good 
while simultaneously honoring the individual 
as well as our individual and group roles in 
this process.

Assume The Students Are Interested 
And Set Your Expectations High

I have always had the attitude that 
students should do the learning simply 
because I expect it and I have ensured that 
the education is engaging, valuable, and 
applicable. I have found that when I assume 
the students are interested (to varying 
degrees) and act accordingly, the students 
rise to my expectations. I frequently respond 
to the question of will this be graded with the 
response, “Does it matter? Will you do any 
differently with the assignment?” This mirror 
helps the students understand that they 
should always put their best self forward, no 
matter if there is a grade attached or not.
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Help Students to Own Their Learning
When students own their learning, they 

become connected to it. There are many ways 
to accomplish this. First, offer opportunities 
for students to play with the text. Second, 
encourage students to share their learning 
especially while it is imperfect and still 
developing. This is a great opportunity for 
them to revisit and refine what they are doing 
and will give them a deeper sense of mastery. 
Third, allow students to construct their own 
knowledge. One way I do this is through a 
choose your own Mishna project. At some 
point during the unit, I will have students 
choose a mishna within the masekhet we are 
learning, learn it independently with a hevruta, 
and then present it to the class. Frequently the 
students misunderstand parts of their chosen 
mishna, but perfection is not the goal. The 
goal is for the students to claim these texts 
as their own and allow them to demonstrate 
their learning process, fostering the feeling 
that they are the next link in the long chain 
of Jewish people who have poured their 
heart and soul into the understanding of our 
tradition.

At the end of the year, I ask the students to 
choose one of our enduring understandings 
and create a virtual reality world which 
represents their learning on that subject. 
These virtual worlds must include several 
textual citations thus connecting the text we 
learned directly to their understanding of the 
big ideas we have focused on. In my class, the 
enduring understandings are:

1. Oral law, extending from the Torah to 
modern day, is the building block for 
our Jewish tradition.

2. The spaces and communities we 
create reflect and express the values 
we hold dear.

3. Judaism respects and demands 
a plethora of competing and 
complementary ideas.

This project allows the students to create 
a visual representation of their learning. The 
students create amazing worlds which we 
virtually enter, immersing in the students’ 
deep learning and personal understanding. 

Follow The Students’ Excitement
One year, when reading Mishna Rosh 

Hashanah 1:2, my students became curious 
about what it means that on Sukkot we 
are judged for water. While this was not 
the curricular focus for this particular text, 
I followed the students’ excitement. We 
learned about and recreated a Simhat Bet 
Hashoevah. We had students blowing shofar, 
students blessing and pouring water, and 
other’s making music—all in honor of water. 
This diversion from the planned curriculum 
showed the students that what interested 
them mattered in our classroom. It gave 
the students agency to ask questions and 
the opportunity to investigate in a deep and 
engaging experience. It showed them that 
they could find excitement, meaning, and 
ownership in our classroom, and it provided 
everyone a positive, lasting memory from our 
Rabbinics class.

Immersive Experiences
Tangible, physical activities help bring 

Rabbinic texts to life. When students can 
embody or experience a text they better 
understand its meaning—the more immersive 
the better.

While trying to help my students pronounce 
the word mahloket, I came up with the 
“mahloket handshake” with three steps, one 
for each syllable. On their own, the students 
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started doing the mahloket handshake 
before they began their hevruta learning—the 
handshake morphed from being a fun way to 
learn how to pronounce a Hebrew word to an 
invitation to enter into hevruta learning with 
an openness to push each other’s learning 
and understanding of the text.

In one unit focusing on the Shabbat table 
we create different immersive experiences 
to highlight the values embedded in the texts 
we study. One of those recreates the Shabbat 
table in the classroom. The students create 
their own tables, and prepare an experience 
demonstrating their knowledge of how the 
spaces we create reflect our values, so that 
their individual tables may end up looking 
like a traditional Shabbat table, or something 
completely different. What they all have in 
common is that they are based on the texts 
and related values we studied. This has 
yielded some extraordinary results during 
the period of distance learning, as students 
created family time through traditional 
Shabbat dinners, game and movie nights, 
campfires, and or camp themed evenings.

Never Forget to Debrief
Debriefing, where students and teachers 

discuss their experiences, is critical. This is the 
place to elicit from the students their thinking, 
deepen their understanding, illuminate 
connections to the text, and contextualize 
the meanings they have created. The debrief 
helps students create the bridge from their 
experience to the application in their lives and, 
in the process, elevates both the experience 
and the textual learning. The debrief can 
ultimately take an experience from a moment 
of fun to a moment of deep learning. 
As John Dewey said, “Education is not 
preparation for life…education is life itself.” We 

cannot afford to simply prepare our students 
for some future we may hope they embody, 
rather, we must create opportunities for our 
students to connect to the deep reservoir 
of our Rabbinic tradition today. We must 
ensure that these connections are based on 
knowledge, personally constructed meaning, 
and emotional understanding. Inviting 
principles of informal education into the 
day school classroom enables deep Jewish 
meaning-making opportunities for students, 
moving them forward on their journey to 
becoming people who hold Judaism deep in 
their core.

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_catalog/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg88
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The Jewish People and The Land of Israel have always had an 
integral connection, a relationship that goes far beyond that of a 
people and their homeland—Israel is part of our identity. Throughout 
the generations, the connection to the Land of Israel and Jerusalem 
was expressed mainly through tefillah, Jewish literature, the study of 
Tanakh, and commemorating Jerusalem though rituals, practices, 
and customs. With the birth of modern Zionism and the founding of 
the State of Israel, the connection to The Land of Israel has evolved, 
opening a gateway for all Jews to take part in the development of 
the Land, visiting Israel, and even living in Israel. For the first time in 
two thousand years, the meaning that was drawn from the idea of 
Jerusalem and Israel can be something tangible.

Today, the struggles of establishing a homeland are over; Israel 
as a state has been established. The country is growing and 
thriving, and despite facing many ongoing challenges, a vibrant, 
contemporary Jewish society has been created. In parallel, Jewish 
communities and their young adults around the world are trying to 
form their identities and work out the role that Israel plays within that 
identity. Students are trying to reconcile how Israel informs their Jewish identity from a religious, 
cultural, and political perspective.

One of the main ways to create a strong connection to Israel is through the “Israel Experience”: 
formal and informal educational tours to Israel. As educators, we understand how transformative 
an Israel trip can be for students—the social aspect, the lack of sleep, being far from parents, 
the encounters with Israelis, and wandering the markets during free time, etc. all contribute to 
this. But most of all, we see opportunity in the educational moments at important sites that are 
tied to our history and culture. Tourists going to visit any site, anywhere, want to see, learn, and 
understand where they are. But here is where the Israel experience is different—students coming 
to Israel don’t just want to learn, they are also expecting to feel. Feel the connection to Jerusalem, 
to the nation, to that same story that they have heard over and over again and that has been 
the motivation that kept the flame burning for two thousand years. Students expect to have a 
meaningful trip, and hope to create their own meaningful connection to Israel.

How can we, as educators, ensure that the Israel trip lives up to those expectations? How can 
we create meaning that is not just connected to a given site, but to the individual that is visiting 
the site? And how can we account for the facts, dates, findings, and knowledge of the site while 
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accounting for about forty students with 
different learning needs and backgrounds 
who may not all be interested or on the same 
page?

This challenge in my eyes, is the difference 
between guiding at a site and educating at a 
site. To educate at a site doesn’t mean having 
the students open up a notebook and take 
notes. Rather, it means that part of our trip 
preparation is to ask ourselves “What do what 
want our participants to leave this site with” or 
“Why is this site important for them?”

I would like to use the City of David as a 
practical case study of how to translate this 
into a replicable methodology.

The City of David is a National Park 
situated in the most ancient part of the city, 
or the Lower City of Jerusalem. While today it 
lies beyond the southern part of the Old City 
walls, it is promoted as “the place where it 
all began.” The archaeological findings span 
thousands of years of Jerusalem’s history, 
with key finds from both First and Second 
Temple Periods. A visit to the site typically 
includes walking through Hezekiah’s Tunnel, 
a channel which was quarried out to protect 
Jerusalem’s water source when the Assyrians 
besieged Jerusalem in 701 BCE.

Upon arrival at the City of David, the first 
thing that students usually want to do is take 
photos and post on social media. I use that, 
and ask them to put a caption starting with 
the words “Jerusalem to me is…” At this point 
most of their answers will be based off of their 
first interaction or previous expectations and 
knowledge. I ask the students to share, look 
at each other’s posts, and comment or like the 
ones which resonate with them. This opens 
their minds to the question of “what meaning 
does Jerusalem have to me?” and opens them 
up to seeing Jerusalem through the eyes of 

others. With this question of meaning fresh in 
our minds, we continue through the site.

Many characters and figures play a part 
and tell a story in the City of David, each giving 
unique meaning and value to Jerusalem. As 
we walk through the ancient city of Jerusalem 
using the texts of the Tanakh and the 
archaeology as our guides, we don’t just give 
over historical information, we use figures 
which have been selected based on who our 
students are, and we learn about Jerusalem 
through the eyes of these figures. If we use 
King David, the questions we ask are based 
on the text we can read together, the findings 
we see in front of us, and what we assume 
King David would or would not have done. 
The entire conversation is framed through 
the eyes of David and the time period he is 
living in, and only then through the students’ 
eyes today. The students will need to answer 
what Jerusalem would have meant to each 
character that we “meet”, based on what they 
just learned.

While walking through this site, students 
will meet and unfold the story of Jerusalem 
through the eyes of at least four characters 
from different time periods, realizing that in 
different generations Jerusalem had the same 
importance but often a very different meaning 
and value, just like it does for us today, and 
that every character encountered added not 
only their meaning but also their practices 
to the generations before them. Some saw 
Jerusalem as the place that connects the 
Jewish people to God and continuing the 
eternal promise, some saw it as a natural 
place in between the tribes to form the united 
monarchy, and others saw Jerusalem as 
the city of peace and justice, but watched it 
collapse. Some saw all the above and some 
saw bits of it, but all of them understood that 
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Jerusalem has the potential, if we let it, to 
bring their Jewish values into actions. As we 
near the end of our visit, I urge the students to 
ask themselves, “What can Jerusalem mean 
to me?” or, “What would I like Jerusalem to 
mean to me?” and, “How do I translate that 
into a practical, tangible action?”

This is just one example. Perhaps, as 
educators planning this kind of trip, we need 
to ask how we zoom out—not just by selecting 
which sites to go to, but by considering what 
is our goal of going to each site and really 
focusing on that. How can we create meaning 
on an Israel trip? How do we use a site as a 
tool to creating meaning that will last beyond 
the trip and the physical context of being in 
Israel? We do that by not only giving them 
other people’s answers but giving them the 
questions; we show them what it meant to 
others and how they got there. We give them 
the setting and framework not only on the 
Israel trip, but tools for continuing the process 
when they get back home to fit it into their 
day-to-day lives. When we give students the 
space and the right tools to be independent 
thinkers who are connected to the past, they 
will find the words to write their own meaning 
even as they recognize that they don’t stand 
alone—they are part of a larger picture and 
they are the ones that will shape the next 
chapter of the story. If a student walks 
away understanding that David’s vision of 
Jerusalem included unification of the nation 
focusing on the commonality, advocating for 
it and dedicating his actions to it, they can use 
that and translate those lessons to ask when 
they should look for a unifying source instead 
of highlighting differences.

For over two thousand years, we gave 
Jerusalem meaning through ritual and 
customs, and the process still lives. Creating 

meaning from an Israel trip does not peak 
at the actual sites, or even on the trip. The 
Israel trip inspires our students to create their 
personal meaning and the connection that 
they are longing for and not just understand 
the meaning and process in a historical 
context. The challenge is not only to have 
them ask why this is relevant to them, but it 
is to look for the answer as a call to action. 
When we realize that meaning is created 
when looking at the past, learning from it, and 
embracing the present, we can start looking 
at what to do about it. The actions we take are 
the meaning we create. 

https://www.lookstein.org/ads/w_21/tlc_pesach/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=document&utm_campaign=jel19-2-v1&utm_content=pg91
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